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Light and 
Farinella 
, Appointed 
f New VP's 
President Howard Dillingham 
today announced the elevation by 
the Board of Trustees of two ad-
ministrative officers to be vice 
presidents of I~aca Coll~ge. At 
its winter meeting Feb. 7 m New 
York City the trustees named 
Ben Light formerly secretary of 
the College as vice president for 
planning, and Paul ~arinell~, 
formerly treasurer, as vice presi-
dent for business and finance. 
The board also approved the 
recommendation of a committee 
composed of trustee, faculty and 
student representatives that the 
new physical education center at 
Ithaca College be named Hill Hall 
to honor the late Lawrence E. 
Hill. Mr. Hill served as Dean of 
the School of Health and Physical 
Education from 1929 until 1957. 
The board extended the orig-
inal recommendation to honor 
Mr. Light's many contributions to 
athletics at Ithaca College as a 
student, coach, teacher and ad-
1 ministrator by naming Bill Hall's 
playing court, used for nearly all 
the College's intramural and var-
sity competitions, as the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. 
A native of Albany, Mr. Light 
has been affiliated with Ithaca 
College - with the exception of 
military service during World 
War II - since he enrolled in the 
School of Health and Physical 
Education in 1932. He ·received 
the B.S. degree from the institu-
1 tion in 1936, and the M.S. degree 
'in 1947. As an undergraduate he 
starred in football, basketball 
and baseball and, in his senior 
year, served as varsity football 
coach. 
After graduation he was ap-
pointed freshman coach for major 
sports. In 1942 he joined the U.S. 
Coast Guard. After service in the 
European and Pacific theaters, 
he was diseliarged in 1945 with 
the rank of lieutenant comman-
der. Returning to the College as 
an assistant professor of physical 
education, he was appointed 
director of admissions in 1952 and 
: secretary in 1959. 
As secretary, Mr. Light has 
played a major role in the de-
velopment of the College's new 
campus through his responsibili-
ties for negotiations with state 
and federal agencies and contract-
ing firms. He also has been re-
sponsible for College purchasing, 
and the supervision of a variety 
of College services including 
l,transportation, dining halls, and 
·.iauxiliary enterprises. 
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The co-chairmen for Freshman 
Orientation 1968 were approved 
by Student Congress last Tues-
day evening. The two, Cheri Har-
ing and John Beach, were select-
ed for their outstanding work in 
the past orientation program. 
Haring, Beach Named Campus Life Committee 
Orientation Chairmen Members to be Elected 
A business administration ma-
jor, John Beach's home is here 
in Ithaca. Beach is a junior and 
worked as a counselor in last 
semester's freshman orientation. Applications Available in Union 
Cheri Haring, a sophomore 
psychology major from Bellmore, 
Long Island, is in her second term 
as secretary to the Class of 1970. 
She is society editor of the 
Ithacan. A member of last year's 
orientation committee, Cheri ex-
pressed the hope that this year's 
-committee would work even 
closer with the faculty and ad-
ministration in planning next 
September's program. 
Dieter Scherer, chairman of 
Orientation 1967, presented plans 
for a "steering committee" com-
posed of veteran orientation com-
mittee workers to work in an ad-
visory capacity to the orientation 
committee. 
The long proposed Campus Life 
Committee is finally going to be 
a reality. After more than four 
months of discussion between stu-
dent government, the faculty and 
the administration the proposed 
body has been finally approved 
by the Educational Policies Com-
mittee, which is a combination of 
both faculty and administration. 
after vacation. The candidates 
will be from a group screened 
by the executive committee of 
student congress. INTERESTED 
STUDENTS ARE ASKED TO 
PICK UP AND FILL OUT 
ONE OF THE FORMS NOW 
IN THE RACK NEXT TO THE 
BOOKSTORE IN THE UN·ION 
LOBBY and return these as soon 
as possible to the Ithaca College 
Student Government, C/0 Peter 
Burrell, Box L-18, Intercampus 
mail. 
ing meeting, so that relevant in-
formation and viewpoints can be 
collected for discussion each time. 
The minutes of each meeting 
will be distributed to the faculty, 
administration, and various stu-
dent organizations, and will also 
be published regularly in the 
Ithacan. 
Haring and Beach are expected 
to name the other four or five 
members to their committee very 
soon to aid in selecting and co-
ordinating the sixty to seventy 
counselors. 
On Friday, February 2, 1968, 
Peter Burrell, Danny Karson, and 
Alex Block met with members of 
the Educational Policies Commit-
tee sub-committee to iron out the 
final details. This sub-committee 
was headed by Professor Mac-
Innes of the history department. 
The aims of the committee 
have been defined as: First, to 
improve and to maintain a contin-
uing structured exchange of com-
munication among students, fac-
ulty, and administration. Second, 
to study existing programs, ar-
rangements, and procedures, and 
to explore means to improve 
them. Third, to offer recommen-
dations to the appropriate organi-
zations or authorities for the 
strengthening of campus life. 
Buswell Recital Planned 
For February 14 The committee will be compos-ed of seventeen members: nine 
students and eight faculty ad-
ministration. The odd number 
comes about since the committee's 
chairman will be a student with-
out an·y vote, the President of the 
Student Body. 
These forms will be reviewed 
by the executive committee, and 
a gr-oup of these, based on the 
most promise, will be interviewed 
by the committee. From this 
group, the final candidates will be 
chosen. 
Student members will be elect-
ed in a campus wide election to 
held in the next few weeks, 
no later than the first week 
Trustees to 
Consider 
New Dorm 
Policies 
Student representatives will be 
elected for a two year term, two 
each year from Arts and Sciences, 
and one from Music and Physical 
Education. This year only -
twice this number will be elected, 
half for one year terms, and half 
for the normal two year terms. 
The purpose of the staggered 
membership is to give the com-
mitee a continuity. Thus, each 
year half the group will be new, 
and half will be experienced. 
No announcement has been 
made yet as to the exact method 
which will be employed to select 
faculty and administration mem-
bers of the committee. 
The chairman of the Campus 
Life Committee, as mentioned, 
will be the President of the stu-
dent body ex officio. His function 
will be to call meetings and to 
preside over them, but lle will 
have no vote. 
The committee WILL NOT BE 
A GRIEVANCE COMMITl'EE for 
the handling of individual cases, 
since appropriate machinery al-
ready exists for such cases. 
Members of all three groups in-
volved, as represented on th is 
committee, expressed hope that, 
with respect to its particular 
functions and within the limits of 
those functions, -the Campus Life 
Committee will be recognized and 
accepted as the paramount organ 
in the area of student-faculty-ad-
ministration relationships. 
The Campus Life Committee 
stems from a request made by a 
group of students through the 
Ithacan for student-faculty-ad-
ministration interaction to pro-
vide an enriched and enlightened 
academic and social atmosphere 
on the Ithaca College campus. 
James Oliver Buswell IV to appear at Ford Hall Auditorium 
Peter Burrell, Ithaca College 
Student Body President, an-
nounced at Tuesday's student con-
gress meeting that members of 
the executive board of student 
government had proposed to the 
Dean of Students staff a new so-
cial and academic atmosphere in 
the dormitories; to include a 
total revision of the structure in 
which the house councils operate 
so these councils can better serve 
to coordinate programs and lead 
the students. 
An executive secretary of the 
Committee will be elected by the 
faculty members of the commitee. 
His function will be to advise the 
chairman, to keep the minutes, 
and to establish and to maintain 
the various lines of communication 
between the committee and the 
student body, faculty, and admin-
istration. 
Initially there were times when 
all persons concerned wondered 
if this committee would ever be 
a reality; but due to the hard 
work and determination of Peter 
Burrell, the Ithaca College Stu-
dent Government, Provost Robert 
Davies, Professor Maclnnes, ·and 
the Educational Policies Commit-
tee, as well as the foresight of 
Violin virtuosi James Oliver 
Buswell IV will appear at Walter 
Ford Hall at 8:15 p.m. Wednes-
Feb. 14. 
Tickets for the recital, the final 
event of the College's Anniver-
sary Artist Series, are available at 
the Egbert Union desk on the 
campus. 
The program will include 
"Sonata No. 4 in E minor, K. 304" 
by Mozart, "Partita No. 3 in E 
Major" for solo violin by J. S. 
Bach and "Sonata in D minor, 
Opus 108" by Brahms. The ac-
companist is David Garvey. 
Buswell will play two works 
from the 20th century, "Duo Con-
certant" by Stravinsky and 
"Rhapsody No. 1" by Bela Bartok. 
Completing the program are three 
pieces by Fritz Kreisler: "Al-
legretto in the Style of Boc-
cherini," "Liebeslied" and "Lie-
besfreud." 
One of America's most out-
standing young violinists, Busw~ll 
has already performed as soloist 
with most of the major symphony 
orchestras, among them the N~w 
York. Philharmonic, San Francis-
co, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland, 
Montreal and the National Sym-
phony of Washing~on. He h~s 
also participated m Menotti s 
Festival of Two Worlds at Spol-
eto, Italy. 
Born in 1946, Buswell at age 
7 was the youngest soloist to play 
in a youth concert with Leonard 
Bernstein and the Philharmonic. 
His adult career was launched 
in 1962 when he won the Merri-
weather Post Competition, and 
culminated last spring when he 
made his impressive New York 
recital debut in the "Great Per-
formers Series" at Philliarmonic 
Hall. 
The violinist's early studies 
were in his home state of Indiana 
with Mary Canberg, a graduate of 
Juilliard in Chicago with Joseph 
Knitzer ;nd with Paul Stassevitch 
at De Paul University. Later, the 
Buswell family moved to New 
York where he entered high 
scho~l and also studied at Juil-
liard with the noted violin teach-
er, Ivan Galamian. 
Buswell is the contemporary of 
many of his Ithaca College ~sten-
ers in more than age, for he 1s en-
rolled as a full-time junior at 
Harvard College. There he has 
achieved the dean's list, in spite 
of taking time to play approxi-
mately 50 concerts per year. 
Buswell plays a Stradivarius 
violin, "L'Eveque," which was 
made in 1720. 
The specifics of this plan in-
clude a liberalized liquor policy 
which envisions a totally wet 
campus. Along with this would be 
an extension of intervisitation 
policies -to encompass Saturday 
nights as well as Sunday after-
noons. 
Each house, under the proposed 
plan, would be allowed to choose 
whether or not it wished to ac-
cept these responsibilities of gov-
ering themselves. According to 
Burrell: "With these changes the 
house councils would be better 
equipped to function as an inova-
tor, and initiator in removing tne 
apathetic situation that presently 
exists on the campus." 
Student Government presented 
these proposals as part of a total 
change envisioned for the campus. 
"These proposals," says Burrell, 
"for changes in the social regula-
tions in the dormitories are a part 
of the overall plan of student 
government." 
More specifically the plan would 
change intervisitation hours to 
more appropriate Saturday nights, 
probably from 8 p.m. to curfew. 
Sunday nights would be con-
tinued, ·and Friday nights would 
be added on big weekends. 
Meetings will be 
month and oftener 
the chairman. 
held once a college president Dr. Howard Dil-
if called by lingham, the campus <;an l o o k 
The agenda of each meeting 
will be decided in a general way 
by committee vote at the preced-
Liquor policy would be open. 
Students may consume o_r store 
liquor, or other alcoholic bever-
ages in their rooms providing 
they abide by the state and col-
lege laws and regulations, and 
behave in a responsible manner. 
Students may gather as well in 
the lounges of the dormitories; a 
privilege is intended to make the 
dorm more of a home to the stu-
dents. 
If the dorms sell or publicly 
dispense liquor, a liquor commis-
sioner must be present, and state 
permit regulations must be met. 
It is also student government's 
hope that they will be able to 
foster, through informal gather-
ings, and cocktail parties, more 
interaction in the houses be-
tween students and faculty. 
These proposals are highly 
tentative, and subject to final 
approval by the board of trus-
tees. Reaction thus far, according 
to student government, has bP.en 
highly favorable. 
forward to the first combined all 
campus group with the power to 
make specific recommendations 
where and when they see fit. 
Bahar to 1Hiead 
New College 
The Board of Regents of the 
State University of New York 
approved the appointment of Mr .. 
Hushang Bahar as the president 
of the newly formed Tompkins-
Cortland Community College yes-
terday. He will assume the posi-
tion officially on February 16. 
At present Mr. Bahar is the 
director of graduate studies, ex-
tension services, evening division 
and summer school of Ithaca Col-
lege. After completing his under-
graduate work at Indian Forest 
Colelge in India, Mr. Bahar went 
on for his Masters at the Univer-
sity of Montana. He then served 
as assistant professor of Sociology 
Continued on page 11 
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Phi EK Swee-theart Candidates 
The Brothers of Phi Epsilon 
Kappa have selected the follow-
ing girls as candidates for this 
year's Sweetheart of Phi Ep~ilon 
Kappa, Judy Williams, Jackie 
Lippert, Corky Dietz, Pat Mullen, 
Maggie Dwan, Pam \Veaver, Joan 
Millheiser, Karen Leone, Jackie 
Lewis, Diane Dyer, and Jeanne 
Palcic, who was absent when the 
pictures were taken. This Sunday 
the Brothers will hold a tea at 
the House in honor of the candi-
dates. After the tea the Brothers 
u 
tLDKE 
CURLEY'S 
CHICKEN 
... 
All the chicken you 
can eat every 
Wednesday night 
for only 
$1.85 
A 
CURLEY'S 
CHICKEN HOUSE 
367 Elmira Rd. 
will select five finalists, one of 
whom will be crowned Sweetheart 
of Phi Epsilon Kappa at the 
Sweethearts Ball to be held Feb-
ruary 17, in the Terrace. Tickets 
may be purchased in the Union 
Lobby or from any Brother. 
Past Sweethearts of recent 
years have been Miss Janet Stcck-
beck, Miss Jayne Dearth, and 
Miss Toni Beers. This year's Ball 
will be the 21st Annual Sweet-
hearts Ball held by the Brothers. 
Passport photos and college 
application photos taken 
by the experienced staff of 
the lthaca.n Photographic 
Laboratory. Call and ask 
about. 01tr amwzingly low 
rates and fine quality. 
3207 or 
277-3202 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tlogg St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
It's A Special r;eat To Visit 
MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP'S 
FINE NEW STORE AT 
318 EAST STATE STREET 
(Just east of the Strand Theatre) 
With its large selection of 
ALL TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPER-BOUND BOOKS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
BARRICINI CANDIES 
Proposal To Open 
Faculty Meetings 
by Ellen Peaxce 
In a recent survey, concerning that this student sacrifice would, 
the proposal to allow students to perhaps be beneficial to the facul-
attcnd faculty meetings, it was ty. Dr. Harcourt, of the English 
found that faculty opinion was department, stated, "Perhaps the 
generally favorable. However this major objection to having stu-
approval was given with some dents at faculty meeting is that 
reservations .They seemed to feel they might be in danger of dying 
that students should on1!' be al- of boredom. That risk apart, I feel 
lowed to attend meetings by invi- that their mer~_ presence might 
tation being extended when the be salutary in inhibiting none-
topics discussed would be rele- sense . . . " Other pr~fessors, 
vant to students' interests. This sharing this opinion, felt that 
would prevent students from at- having students at meetings 
tending meetings where such would eliminate a few of the 
things as tenure and faculty salar- childish and trivial arguments 
ics were discussed. Very few of that frequently take up too much 
the faculty were completely op- time at faculty meetings, prevent-
posed to student i:_:epresentation ing the discussion of more im-
at the meetings. This minority portant topics. 
felt that the students were just One of the main purposes of 
not mature enough for this re- the proposal to allow students to 
sponsibility and were not capable ·attend faculty meetings is the 
of making worthwhile contribu- reduction of student apathy on 
tions. the L C. campus. The faculty 
Many of the students expressed seemed to be divided on the ques-
the fear that students would be tion of whether or not this meas-
very bored with the meetings, but: ure would achieve its aim. Some 
When your hands and 
nose are cold, go to.· .• 
VASTENO'S 
LIQUOR STORE 
206 N. Tioga St. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
SINCE 1923 
AR 2-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
Collegetown, Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-2Q80 
THE FINEST IN FOOTWEAR 
Our Specialty- - Campus Styled Shoes for 
Men and Women 
Frosh 
Activities 
Now that the freshmen students. 
are well-adjusted to college life, 
they are ready to contribute to I 
the welfare of others .. Plans for 
..the adoption of an orphan are 
now in the making. Money for 
this will be raised through an : 
auction sponsored entirely by i 
freshmen. Lexa Larsen, class sec- , 
retary, wlll be meeting with ! 
De·an Hood to confirm the de-1· 
tails of the project. 
The freshmen are also plan-
ning to contribute to the success 
of Spring Weekend by making a 
float for the annual parade. The 
theme of the parade is "The Gay 
90's," and it will include bands 
and antique cars in addition to 
the various floats. Any freshmen 
who have ideas for their float are 
encouraged to notify Committee 
Chairman Fred Landerl, Box 512, 
sentrex 3685. The committee wel-
comes contributions of lumber 
and other materials. The. fresh-
man class has also volunteered to 
work with the traffic situation 
and other problems which may 
arise at the scene of the parade. 
At class meetings, details con-
cerning the various projects will 
be discussed. The better the at-
tendance, the better able the 
freshman class will be to help 
with .the welfare of the college. 
felt that the students would be-
come disgusted with the slow pace 
of the meetings and the amount 
of time wasted on seemingly 
trivial matters. On the other 
hand, many felt that stu-dents 
would be deeply impressed by the 
fact that the faculty devotes much 
of its time to matters direclly, 
such as the curriculum s tu d y 
loads, and the library problem. 
They expressed the ·belief that 
if students realized the amount 
of interest the faculty had in 
them, they might react and show 
a little interest themsleves. 
Although most of· the faculty 
favored student representation at 
their meetings, they brought· up 
many problems which must be 
dealt with before this · represen-
tation can prove to be effective. 
These problems were very well 
oullined by Dr. Ryan of the His-
tory lepartment. He felt that the 
faculty would be censored by the 
presence of the students and that 
this censorship would be deeply 
resented. It would also result in 
situations where members of the 
faculty would refrain from giv-
ing their true opinions for fear 
Continued on page 3 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
Dry mounting - Picture 
RentQls - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Jnfirmary Adds 
New __ ·Doctor 
Dr. Leonard W. Sincerbeaux 
Ithaca College again has two 
full-time physicians in the Health 
Center. Leonard W. Sinc~rbeaux, 
M.D., former owner of a private 
pediatrics practice in Auburn, 
N.Y., and a member of the pedia-
trics staff of both Memorial and I 
Mercy Hospitals there since 1942, · 
has joined Dr. Hammond at the 
Health Center. 
Dr. Sincerbeaux replaces Dr. 
A. H. Karam, who retired from 
Ithaca College earlier this year 
to join a group of fellow medical 
specialists on a voluntary mission 1 
to Vi~tnam. 
"Dr. Sincerbeaux's appoint-
ment;'' said President Howard 
Dillingham, "will help continue 
the increasing amount of service 
which the Health Center provides 
for a steadily growing Ithaca 
College student body." 
This service consists of treat-
ment of physical ailments, in-
struction in the use of medical 
facilities, an environmental 
health and safety advisory pro-
gram, prevention and care of 
athletic injuries, and care of emo-
tional illness. The Health Center 
is housed in a separate building 
on campus and is equipped with 
the latest in modem medical 
equipment. 
Dr. Sincerbeaux received his 
A.B. degree from Syracuse Uni-
versity in 1937 and graduated 
from the University's Medical 
School in 1940. 
From 1940 through 1942, he in· 
terned at the Syracuse Mcdicai 
Center. In 1942, he served his 
pediatrics internship at Roches-
ter's Strong Memorial Hospital. 
In addition to his Auburn hos-
pital pediatric staff assignments, 
Dr. Sincerbeaux was a_pediatrics 
consultant from 1950 through 
1957 .. for the Taylor Brown Me· 
morial Hospital in Waterloo. 
The new Ithaca College physi· 
cian is a member of the American 
Medical ·society and the Medical 
societies of New York State and 
Cayuga County. 
Dr. Sincerbeaux and his wile 
Janet have a son, G. Robert, 
a student at Norwich Univer-
sity. Their daughter, Sherry, is 
currently a student at the Fash· 
ions Institute in New York City. 
't'"~·l •l ,i; >t+•++•-t .. •+••>Jo 1,i,,;.+•••~+++•·~· :,,e,+,: .. ~:,..-.+.:,.;.,· 
... . 
-:-
~{ RussELL's M·obil _ 
... 
.:. 
-} 211 W. STATE ST. 
I 
i I ..• . :. Open 24 Hours - 7 Days f ! I FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
t V.W. and G.M. Trained· Mechanics lj 
:f I AU MINOR REPAIRS I' 
t TUNE UPS & TOWING 
Why Axolotls? 
The other afternoon the Itha-
can had a firsthand look at Dr. 
Louis E. DeLanney's current re-
1 search with a species of Sala~an- . 
der known as the Mexican Axo-
lotl. 
Inquiring about the research, 
Dr. DeLanney explained that 
with the research associate Mrs. 
Kate Blackler and two senior 
Biology majors, Scott Kempe and 
Jean Cavallaro, he was attempt-
ing to find what factors were in-
volved in the acceptance or _re-
jection of certain skin or limb 
grafts between Axolotls of simi-
Jir and varying strains (having 
slight genetic _differences al-
though of the same species). Dr. 
ncLanney pointed out that of the 
several thousand animals in-
volved, only a small number have 
grafts containing tumors of both 
a cancerous and non-cancerous 
variety, even though this particu-
lar area of the study is best 
known by those familiar with bis 
project. He further cautioned that 
this part of the investigation is 
not to be construed as having a 
direct relationship to humans, 
but rather a contribution to sci-
ence's general_ knowledge of 
tumors. 
Why Axolotls? Dr. DeLanney 
went on to explain that Axolotls 
can be studied from the time the 
eggs are layed to the death of 
the miiture form. In addition, 
grafts can be made with little re-
gard to antiseptic conditions due 
to the natural immunity found 
, in this particular species. Another 
· factor adding to the ideal quali-
ties of the Axolotl is a high re-
productive rate and rapid rate of 
!development from the embryo to 
:the adult. Other advantages in-
iclude the minimal amount of care 
and feeding needed. The animals 
are fed everyday with ground 
beef heart and recalled every 
fifth day for a careful examina-
tion of their progress with the 
I grafts. . 
In his research, Dr. DeLanney 
found that two factors influence 
the acceptance or rejection of 
various grafts, immunilogical de-
fense mechanisms and genetic 
relationship. The Axolotls have 
"antibody-like" factors in their 
~
blood which will lead to rejec-
tion of foreign tissues if too dis-
similiar in genetic background. 
lie said that in some cases the 
exact pair of genes can be deter-
mined by cross grafts between 
:various strains of the Axolotl, 
~
hich have been carefully select-
d by genetic relationship. After 
umerous trials be has-been suc-
ssful in grafting two animals 
gether f o rm i n g ,.,Siamese 
vins," and bas established a 
Jarge number of flourishing limb 
and skin grafts. 
. Dr. DeLanney concluded his 
discussion by strongly asserting 
that many questions are as yet 
i'1nanswered, and many are still 
1to be defined as the research 
progresses. 
Dr. Louis E. Delanney 
Mierzkowski Publishes 
Economics Papers 
Prof. Bogden Mieczkowski from 
the Department of Economics de-
livered a paper on "Trends in 
Workers' Well-being in Eastern 
Europe" at the State University 
of New York at Albany on Dec. 
2. Earlier during the current aca-
demic year he delivered a paper 
at Syracuse U n iv e rs i t y on 
"Horace Capron and the Develop-
ment of Hokkaido". Last semester, 
Prof. Mieczkowski published an 
article on cyclical economic 
fluctuations under the Commun-
ist systems, in the October issue 
of East Europe, translated and 
republished subsequently in West 
Germany. Another of -his articles 
appeared last December in the 
Parisian monthly Kultura. The 
current issue of Orbis (U. of 
Pennsylvania) has his review· 
article, while two forthcoming is-
sues of the Canadian Slavic 
Studies have his book reviews. 
His research paper OD Horace 
Capron :was published by the 
College Center of the Fi n g e r 
Lakes last semester. He currently 
serves as the coordinator of the 
Advanced Seminar on East Asia 
held at Ithaca College for faculty 
members of the colleges belong-
ing to the College Center of the 
:f'.inger Lakes. 
Prof. Mieczkowski put himself 
on record last year as opposed, 
on professional grounds, to po-
litical agitation by professors on 
the campus. 
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-9715 
When you want the most for the least -
Try our specialized travel service. 
STONE TRAVEL AGENCY, DNC. 
414 Eddy Stroot 
AR3-4443 
Drug Use 
and Abuse 
by Toni Segar 
Last week's Ithacan discussed 
the results of an anonymous drug 
survey given to students at regis-
tration. For many the survey was 
a student's earliest knowledge 
that a drug commission existel 
at Ithaca College. 
The commission was formed in 
March 1966; its aim being the 
education of students in both 
the good and bad aspects of 
drugs. 
"College is supposed to be a 
learning institution," Dr. Ham-
mond, one of the founders of the 
commission, stated. "Our theory 
is that if you instruct a student 
in the uses and abuses of drugs, 
he will be less likely to experi-
ment with a dangerous drug out 
of curiousity. 
"The preceeding has been 
demonstrated just recently in the 
use of freon gas to produce a 
'high.' Since the dangers con-
nected with the ingestion of this 
gas have been disclosed, not one 
case of freon poisoning has come 
to our attention in the Ithaca 
area. 
"At the moment," Dr. Ham-
mond continued, "there is a sen-
ate committee, with the object 
of changing laws believed to be 
outmoded, investigating mari-
juana and LSD. 
"Marijuana was incorrectly 
labeled a narcotic when La 
Guardia was mayor of New York 
City and this mistake was never 
rectified. Because of that, the law 
against possession of marijuana 
is a felony." 
"Ironically, though, LSD, com-
ing to the attention of the authori-
ties only recently, has been classi-
fied as a misdemeanor. It is hoped 
that investigation will re-evaluate 
these drugs in accordance with 
their respective strengths and 
dangers." 
Mr. Rand, the school psycolo-
gist, spoke in connection with 
the drug survey. ''I hope the stu-
dents have taken this survey 
seriously. The .commission was 
formed because of the general 
opinion that the use of illegal 
drugs on the Ithaca College cam-
pus was spreading. We were not 
trying to incriminate anyone with 
the survey. If we are to function, 
knowledge of the students' aati-
tudes and usage of drugs is a 
neccessity." 
Open 7 to Midnight Daily 
<> 
Tigerama 
Back by Popular Request 
<> 
Cor. Buffalo & Meadow 
AR 3~9719 
Pres. Host To /Be 
!Recruif:edl 
The organizational meeting for 
prospective President's Hosts 
members will be held Thursday, 
February 15, at 7:00 in U-5. The 
meeting is mandatory for those 
who wish to apply. Selection for 
membership shall be based on a 
2.200 cumulative average or a 
2.500 index the previous semes-
ter. If the cumulative average or 
index is not as stated, a letter of 
recommendation from a faculty 
or administration member will be 
accepted. If there is a conflict 
that evening, such as an exam or 
class that is held, contact Miss 
Sharon Staz, Advisor, in the 
Union office or at 3202, or Paula 
Silbey, Preident, at 3270. The 
reason for not attending must be 
valid; applications can then be 
picked up and filled out Feb-
ruary 16. 
The Committee's functions will 
be explained at the meeting, and 
members of President's Hosts 
will be there to answer questions. 
Applications can be filled o u t 
there. A sign-up sheet for inter-
views on either Sunday, February 
18, or Monday, February 19, will 
be on hand: 
The objective of President's 
Hosts is to represent President 
Dillingham in escorting guests, 
visitors, and prospective students 
and their families to the college 
and to assist the President at 
major and significant college 
events, such as Convocation and 
Graduation. Each student is ex-
pected to work up to five hours 
a week. 
The idea for having the Presi-
dent's Hosts organization came 
from Boston University in Jan-
uary, 1964. The charter members, 
one of which was Miss Staz, form-
ed in the spring of 1964. The or-
ganization began with fifteen 
members and is now up to thirty 
with a small waiting list.· 
Alan Hyman is the present 
Secretary. The officers for 1968-
1969 are Bob Schandler, Presi-
dent, and Joe Bogardus, Secre-
tary. 
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Silence is 
Not Goliden 
I 
FACULTY MEETINGS (Cont.) 
. of evoking an unfavorable stu-
dent response, or presenting a 
WICB Returns 
poor image in the eyes of the stu-
dents. But, by far the gi;eatest 
difficulty would be the matter of 
representation. Those students in 
After a week of silence, WICB vited to faculty meetings would 
has returned to the air with a probably be the "student leader" 
slightly revised format. More type. These "shining student ex-
amples" sometimes tend to re-
music are the key words in the move themselves from the rest of 
station's operation. Air personali- the student body. This was the 
tics remain basically the same, ·case in the meeting concerning 
but new blood will be broken in student honesty. These students 
. . , spoke of cheating and plagiarism 
gradually. LISten to the differ- in terms of "they" rather than 
ence ... every evening and all "we " Thus, the students who are 
weekend long. directly involved in a problem 
Don Berman and the sports are not truly represented. If steps 
team continue their coverage of were taken to alleviate this prob-
Bomber action. Hockey tonight !em, another would arise. The 
at Lynah Rink against Oswego faculty would knowingly take the 
comes your way on Radio 60 at views of involved students to be 
7:20. Tomorrow night, the Bomb- those of the rest of the school. 
ers meet their arch rivals, Cort- In other words, extreme caution 
land, at Cortland, air time for all must be used in selecting the 
the action will be 8:20. right students to attend faculty 
"Extension 60" is quickly be-
coming one of the most listened 
to features on WICB. Each Tues-
day, Bill Hergonson and Ed 
Tobias discuss topics of interest 
to the South Hill Community. 
They feature guests and encour-
age phone calls from anyone who 
has an opinion on the topic. 
The Swingin' 60 Survey is 
available every Wednesday in the 
Union, at the Pizza Inn, the Box-
car, McNeil's, and our studios 
downtown. It is Ithaca's most ac-
curate record survey. 
The Bill Cosby Radio Program 
will be starting on WICB soon. 
Each evening, Cosby presents the . 
______________ ! 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
meetings. 
However, when these difficul-
ties are worked out, student rep-
resentation at faculty meetings 
should be a major step in im-
proving the educational atmos-
phere at Ithaca College. 
best of his comedy bits at 7:25, 
brought to you by Coca-Cola. 
WICB believes in giving the 
listeners what they want to hear, 
You're invited to call the request 
line at 3214 for requests and dedi-
cations. 
Statler Auditorium 
Saturday, February 10 
2:15 P.M. 8:15 P.M. 
STEW UNDERWOOD 
invites you 
to dine in the Crew Room 
Extensive Menu 
Private Rooms for Banquets 
Reasonably Priced 
Cocktails 
SUNNYSIDE 
RE~T~UfR~Nu 
Rte. 13 S. at Corner Elmira Rd. and S. Meadow St., Ithaca 
Open 11:30 A.M. to 9 P.M. daily, except Mondays 
Phone AR 3-1200 PLENTY OF AW: PARKING 
WALTEJ 
SLEIAle 
,,. 
TIIE LiON 
eNWiNTEII 
$1.50, $2.50, $3.50 
Willard Straight 
Ticket Office 
Sponsored by the 
Cornell University Theatre 
with support from the 
N.Y. State Council 
on the Arts 
S0111ncD O nsurance for /Every NeecD 
312 IE. Sll'CDil'e Sil'. 
Carevully Written 
CConscien1lio111s8y Sewicedl 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class '24 
Robert ·t. Boothroyd - Class '60 
Henry G. Kaiser - Class '52 
IPIHIONIE 272 - 8100 
"We Welcome 'tfoaar Dnquiuy" 
i------------------------1. o, _____________________________________________ --J 
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Editorials - -
WICB-AM A Radio Station 
For the Students 
WICB-AM is now back on the air. We hope 
that this time it's for good. The··station has 
been plagued with troubles and discontent 
ever since the beginning of the school year. 
New program ideas have been tried attempt-
ing to assimilate the station with a professional 
radio station. It is our belief that the station 
is a radio station for the students of Ithaca 
College. It is not just a toy with which radio-
television majors can play. The station per-
forms a service to the students-or at least 
that is one of its aims. As part of the mass 
~ media, it can play an important and influential 
role with the student body. In this electronic 
age, the media of radio and television are more 
listened to and are more watched than the 
newspaper is read. Therefore on the campus, 
especially, the station has the duty to perform 
unique services for its students as well as a re-
sponsibility to its student listeners. It should 
not be a place where students who work on 
professional stations get a chance to practice 
their new idea and gimmicks 
Rarely has the station taken editorial posi-
tions. In one instance when the station did 
broadcast an editorial, the administration 
made such a furror that the idea of station 
editorializing was almost abandoned. Had the 
station earned the respect of students and 
administration, this idea of their editorializing 
would be a right and not a privilege 
The station has made great inroads in public 
service or service broadcasting to the campus. 
Interview programs with students, faculty and 
staff have added much to the format. However, 
it cannot be a station that tries to imitate 
another rock station from Syracuse or New 
Yo1k City. It must have a personality all its 
own. And part of that personality must be re-
flected in the best interests of its students. 
When staff and management of the station are 
constantly at odds over programming and 
format, it cannot broadcast in the best ;nter-
ests of the sudents. These conflicts undoubted-
ly show up the programs and features pre-
sented. 
Another problem we have heard is- the 
equipment. While the station will be moving 
to the new Performing Arts building next year 
and obtaining new facilities the ones now in 
use are in rather poor condition. While other 
department facilities have been updated, radio 
still uses the same equipment it has had for 
several years. The use of this shabby equip-
ment does not help the morale of the radio 
staff. 
In addition more faculty aid could be help-
ful in guiding the station. At present only one 
faculty member is in charge of radio. He is also 
a part-time instructor at the college and can-
no possibly devote the necessary time to the 
station. While he is doing what needs to be 
done, he cannot do this alone. The faculty 
must expand its members in the area of radio 
out, when the staff and directors come to terms 
with themselves and the students on campus 
and when the students on the air realize they 
ar broadcas_ting for the whole stu~ent body, 
then we will have a campus radio station. 
WICB-AM is a radio station, how effective it 
is as a ~ampus radio station can be subject 
to quest10n 
The Ithacan Considers 
Fraternities and Sororities 
THINK GREEK. You've undoubtedly 
heard that saying before. And you've also 
asked yourself: What about Greeks? What do 
they have for me? What do I want out of 
them? 
During the last week of rushing, students 
should seriously think about all these things. 
Greeks are not for all students. Not everyone 
is cut out to be pan of the "group." But 
Greeks are not just people who eat and live 
in the Terrace Complex. 
All of the fraternities and sororltles have 
written about themselves, their purposes, their 
ideas in this week's section on Greeks. We 
urge you to read these. Find out about the 
Greeks. Go to several rush parties. Discover 
if you want to join and then which group you 
will join. All of the Greeks are unique and 
different. Consider them all. Find out if the 
Greeks need you or if you need the Greeks 
or maybe a little of both. All of the fraterni-
ties and sororities welcome your questions. 
Ask and THINK GREEK. 
It Isn't Fancy; But It's Not Good 
This week we ·had the misfortune of eating 
dinner in the Union cafeteria. Condemning 
the food at that establishment is not the pur-
pose of this editorial; that is a completely 
different matter. However, the preparation of 
the food, display of same apd utensils of the 
cafeteria are quite questionable. 
Our dinner began at 5 :3ll p.m., and the long 
lines were annoying, to say the least. All the 
cafeterias have lines, but the Union has no 
second line. Thus students wanting additional 
portions must cut in on the original line and 
add to the wait. After reaching the beginning 
of the line, we found no knives. A check on the 
other serving line found no knives there either. 
About ten minutes later .knives were placed in 
the rack. There were three choices for the main 
dish. One ran out as ·we got to the line. Upon 
going back for seconds we found they had 
made more of the .original dish, but were not 
giving it out for seconds, nor were they giving 
an additional item for seconds. "But· we 
couldn't get in the first time," we complained. 
"Too bad," was the reply. The desserts were 
even better. No ice was found in the display 
counter. Warm fruit cocktail is not very ap-
petizing. 
find an empty table. Not a table that had no 
students sitting there, not one that didn't 1 
have dirty trays _lying around. Now obviously 
this is not the fault of the cafeteria staff But 
we wonder why this problem of dirty trays is 
not nearly as bad at any of the other cafe-
. terias. Could it be that after a meal such as 
that, students are just completely disgusted? 
We certainly were. 
What can be done about it? First of all, the 
cafeteria is terribly understaffed. There are 1 
many students on the waiting list to be hired 
by Saga. These people really need the jobs and : 
obviously Saga needs these people, especially 
in the Union. If the seconds line was opened 
that might alleviate the problem of cuttin1-: in 
line. Additional purchases of silverware might 
help. Also a better study of what foods are 
most popular and which are not, to avoid the 
problem of running out of food, forty minutes 
before the cafeteria closes. 
After our numbers were checked, we tried to 
True the cafeteria at the Union serves more 
people than it can hold. Perhaps redecorating 
it, such as was done with Quarry, might make 
it more bearable. The crowded tables and 
chairs may have_ to stay, but: students 
shouldn't have to feel like animals to eat the 
food for which they pay $625 per year. 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Sat., Feb. 10 
1:00 Var. Gymnastics vs. 
USMMA (H) 
1:00 Var. Wrestling vs. Clark-
son (A) 
3:00 Var. Swimming vs Oneon-
ta (H) 
6:30 Fr. Basketball vs. Cortland 
{A) 
8:15 Scampers - DeWitt Park 
8:30 Var. Basketball vs. Cort-
land (A) 
Sun., Feb. 11 
2-4 Men D.A.s In Training -
B-102 
8-11 Dorm 1 House Opening 
8:00 EUB Film-"The Bedford 
Incident"-Rec Rm 
Mon., Feb. 12 
5:00 WICB AM Staff-Job 
5:00 WG&-U-1 
6:00 Forensics-Debate U-5 
6:30 Sp. Weekend Decorations 
Comm-De Motte 
7:30 Forensics--U-1 
8:00 I.C. Women's Club-Rec 
Rm 
Tues., Feb. 13 
All day Blood Drive-Rec Rm 
4:30 MG&-De Motte 
6:00 EUB Directorate-U-5 
6:00 Ithacan-Job 
6:15 Fr. Basketball vs. Hamil-
ton (H) 
6:30 Student Congress-S202 
7:30 Sigma Alpha Iota-U-5 
8:15 Var. Basketball vs. Hamil-
ton (H) 
Wed., Feb. 14 
3:45 Head Residen~ob 
4:00 Var. Swimming vs Hamil-
ton 
6:00 EUB Executive-Job 
6:30 Frosh Wrestling vs Mans-
field (H) 
7:00 Freshman Congress-S202 
7:30 Issues Forum~Rec Rm 
8:00 Student Court-U-5 
8:00 Var. Wrestling vs. :Mans-
field (H) 
8:15 Artist Series Concert-
James Buswell Ford Hall 
8:30' Var. Hockey vs. RIT (A) 
Thurs., Feb. 15 
6:30 Fr. Basketball vs. Alfred 
(A) 
6:30 Christian Science Group 
U-5 
7:00 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:15 
President's Hosts-U-5 
EUB Special Film-"The 
Miracle Worker"-Rec Rm 
I.C. Concert Band-Ford 
Hall 
Var. Basketball vs. Alfred 
(A) 
Fri., Feb. 16 
Symposium on Health and 
Physical Education 
Forensics Debate Tourney 
Faculty Recital-Ford 
Hall 
----.Speclram:----
Who Drugged the Committee? 
by Alex B, Block 
On page two of the Friday, February 2, 1968, Syracuse Her-
ald-Journal, in the upper left hand corner of the 4-Star edition, 
( the local home edition) appears a headline which reads: "Many 
Ithaca students have used dope." The article accompanying 
the headline is:an Associated Press release which begins, "Nearly 
a founh of the 3,300 students at Ithaca _College have used 
marijuana at one time or another." The article goes on to make 
explicit the fact that only eight per cent of the student body, 
according to the survey, are regular users; but the damage has 
already been done. 
The Syracuse-Herald Journal is only one of many news-
papers that picked up this story and treated it with the intelli-
gence of a truck driver with a fifth grade education In turn 
the public accepted, in horror I'm sure, that most Ithaca students 
use "Dope;" simply because most readers never get past the 
headline and the first ten words in any article they read. Es-
pecially on Friday evening when they are either already soused, 
or getting ready for a hard night of drinking. 
Ithaca College's Illegal Drug Committee, which one Roch-
ester radio station referred to as "health oriented," seems to 
have had a worthy purpose in mind when they initiated the 
survey, but to haye fallen to a new low level when they got the 
results. Originally the committee was to have determined, as 
accurately as possible, the use of marijuana and other drugs on 
the campus. When the results came in, the group reacted with 
happy .surprise, and decided that the survey would be wonder-
.fut outside publicity for the college. I can hear Arty Administra-
tor now: "Goddam, this is gonna' sound great. Ithaca, the 
school where only eight per cent use that stuff regularly." Poor 
Arty, he didn't count on the Syracuse Herald-Journal. 
This weekend the drug committee expects coverage in the 
national newsmagazines, to match that which the papers afford-
ed them last week. These magazines will probably give a 
more accurate picture of the results, but still not the glowing 
absolution the college's press releases indicate they feel is their 
due. 
The small minds of headline writers all over the country 
made a mock of the results of this survey, and perhaps the 
college had a mock survey anyway, and didn't know it 
At registration I heard, and overheard known marijuana 
users saying the same thing. "Keep the heat off, play it straight 
on the survey." That is those who didn't throw the survey 
away, and later smile when Dr. Martin Rand said: "Filled one 
out, didn't you?" 
Five years ago Ithaca got one of their largest doses of pub-
licity when a "dope scandal" broke on the barely begun South 
Hill campus. At that time college officials promised hellfire, 
brimstone, and expulsion, to any student who was caught again. 
By 1966 the earlier attitudes had changed and the college laid 
plans for a new concept in drug control. An education, and 
health oriented group, headed by a physician, to include a 
priest, a trained psychologist, and students, who would study 
the problem, and cure it internally. This group is O!le of the 
finest, most worthy, and quietly effective of all their type It 
should be continued; but never again as an external publicity 
organ. 
• 0 0 
The merits or dismerits- of marijuana are open to question. 
As stated when I was editor of the Ithacan., for reasons outlined 
there, I still lavor total and immediate legalization of mari· 
juana; and I still favor the disuse, and banning of LSD, based 
on proven scientific research. 
To the bulk of the American press however, marijuana 
has only demerits. When James L. Goddard, head of the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, recently came out favoring 
an easing of the laws surrounding marijuana, it started an all 
out freak show of American Medicine. Local newspapers all ove1 
the country called on local doctors and local law enforcement 
officers to issue statements blasting Doctor Goddard. He became 
a villain the magnittlde of Benedict Arnold. 
Continued on page 5 
SPECTRUM (Cont.) 
Newspapers sent out their own uneducated research teams 
usually one staff reported to get the "true" facts .. The Newhous; 
Newspapers chain in New York State sent Jean Rausch who-
ever she is, out to see Sidney Joffe, who is a senior inves~igator 
for the state narcotics bureau. Her article is worthy of requote 
if only for i""ts laugh :value. "How does a youth get started on ~ 
drug habit?" t_he re~orted ~sked Joffe_ "His friends get him start-
ed" says the investigator m what Miss Raush calls a "shocking 
an~wer." Continues Joffe: "No peddler ever made an addict. 
Addicts are made by their friends." The mere fact that anyone 
who ~ses m_a~iju~na, accordi_ng to Joffe, is an iddict, casts doubt 
on his qua~1f1~at1ons. Even Miss Rausch later admits marijuana 
is nut addictive. 
Joffe,. whose territory covers seventeen upstate counties 
including Tompkins, continues: "Just as addicts have alway~ 
graduated from skin-popping (injecting a drug beneath the 
skin) to mainlining ( injecting a drug in a vein for faster re-
action), they now graduate from pot (marijuana) to LSD 
(lysergic acid diethylamide)." I pause here to note that my 
mother just fainted at this point in the article, because Jack 
Webb told her about the horrors of LSD. 
Miss Rasch didn't stop with one expert, she went on to Lt. 
Chuck Delancy, who is described as "Onondaga County sheriff's 
department narcotics specialist." This expert says: "To be a 
real hippie a guy has got to 'turn' on. He's got to 'trip' 'drop 
acid.' That way he gets to be an advanced hippie." Thi~ quote 
makes one wonder if Delaney will ever get to be an advanced 
cop; but of course, he has all the qualifications. He accepts 
everything on face value, and reads the Syracuse Herald-} ournal 
for facts. 
In the last part of the first section, Miss Rasch asks the 
same questions my mother has been mumbling since she came 
out of her faint, " ... how do parents protect a child from the 
associates who get _him started, help him "graduate?" Do they 
move to better neighborhoods: Buy a more expensive house? 
Pay more in school taxes?" Miss Rausch wants to know how to 
, put tl?e wh<?le thing in dollars and cents, so that all her average 
American eighth grade level readers can understand it. 
Joffe answers the question by once again horrifyin~ my 
mother: "We get calls from. all schools." There just ain t no 
place to go. Perhaps you should stay home and try talking to 
your children, or is it too late for that. 
The time has come for these so called law enforcement 
officials, reporters, and television officials to take a break from 
making ridiculous statements and do some reading on the sub-
ject. A good place to start would be last week's "Saturday Re-
view" magazine, which carries two excellent articles on the sub-
ject of marijuana, one prq and one con. Then try talking to 
one of the many unbearded, cleancut, marijuana users who have 
no intention of moving on to LSD. These protect~rs of the 
status quo might be in for a surprise. _ 
f Epilogue: It seems a pity to waste my time and energy saying 
· these things, because experience has proven that people who 
make statements such as those mentioned aren't interested in 
facts. It is _a real pity th~t these people are in a position to 
affect our hves, and there isn't much we can do about it! 
Dateline: Briefs - National Pay Your Bills Week sponsored by 
the An:ierican Collectors Association, starts Feb. 9th . . . At-
lanta now has a bagel factory, the only one in the southeast 
outside of Miami, according to George Tech Bagel experts .. '. 
Southern California makes up the wettest market in the U.S. 
according to Forbes magazine. Almost 24 million gallons of 
distilled spirits were needed to quench their thirst last year ... 
Ballantine Brewers have slipped from sixth to twelfth in the 
competitive beer market since 1%0 ... suggestion to the wall-
paper manufacturers: How about wallpaper with_ built on 
grafeti for that public rest room look in every American home. 
Automated filth . . . 
pate(i7U;: The Ithacan ... The / thacan showed very poor taste 
m pnnting that front page drug committee "press rele·ase" in-
stead of writing their own. The facts would be the same, however 
a more student oriented approach was called for, not the ap-
proach that was mainly to provide good public relations for 
the col_lege Br the way, the Ithacan is probably the only paper 
that did reprint that release word for word, the rest rewote it 
to suit their fancy. 
Dateline: ?tudent g'?vernment. Good thi~gs are happening. The 
Campus Life _Comm1tte_e should be a reality before spring week-
end 1s. Speaking of Sprmg Weekend, Danny Baker and his crew 
h_ave one of the biggest, best, and most all out weekends of all 
time_ in the planning. According to one beautiful red headed 
:idm~nistrator: "If a quarter of what they are planning comes off, 
It will blot out everything else for a month." That includes 
s~udent government elections which will be -- around the same 
time, or does it? 
IFC Blood Drive Tuesday 
Do you realize that if you aiy:l we'll even BEG you to donate 
donate blood you are entitled to because we understand that you 
all you or your immediate family may need it sometime and we 
needs at minimum cost or FREE? know that it isn't there for you. 
Do you realize that in New York The Inter Fraternity Council 
City they are paying $65 for a has a slogan for its Rushing Pro-
pint of blood? Do you under- gram which applies equally well 
stand that if an emergency oc- to the Blood Drive . . . ''YOU 
curred in Ithaca or even at I.C., DECIDE." 
there is not enough blood on hand February 13, 1968 . . . 10:00 
in the Blood Bank to aecomodate A.M .• 4:00 P.M .•.. Union Rec. 
it? Room. Information and registra-
We are sponsors and cannot tion blanks available at the Union 
force you to give ... we can· ask display rack. THANK YOU! 
COME OUT TO 
lBIG JIM1S 
205 Elmira Rd. 
ITALIAN & AMERICAN DINNERS 
Open Tuesday thru Sunday - Closed Monday 
AR 3-5340 
ALBANY-ST. TO ELMIRA RD. 
Focus 
by JOlls Nodolman 
I_ woul~ imag_ine the most important role of th: edu~;~i~~~l 
experience 1~ to g1ye th~ young man or woman the background 
t<? J"!lake rational, 1_ntelhgent decisions. In my opinion the most 
d1ff1cult as ~ell as important decision facing students today con-
cerns. the d1lem~a of_ patriotis1!1 and allegiance versus personal 
conscience. I believe m the United States and what it, at least 
on paper, stands for. I am also a "law-abiding" citi;zen. I usually 
respect ord_er and the _authorities who keep order. On the other 
hand, I beheve the United St~tcs is carrying on an immoral war. 
I believe that '!'ff haye been hed to by the authorities, I believe 
t~at we are k1_llmg innocent human beings. To get away from 
V1etna1'.1, I beh~ve ~h_at ~mr greatest hypocrisy is the systematic 
o_ppress10!1 of J"!lmonucs m our own country. I also believe in the 
~1gh_ts of md1v1duals to act in any manner so long as it does not 
mfnnge upon the rights of others. 
_ In less than a hundred days myself and others in the same 
c1_rc_umstanc7s must make the decision. Are we to fight in a war, killmg the _mnocent_ as well as the pronounced guilty, for a 
~ountry which has given ~s _a tremendous amount while depriv-
m~ many others of the mm1mum, or are we to follow our con-
sc1enc_es and refuse not only to fight but serve in any otner 
capacity? The de~ision is made omplex by several factors. At 
the Nure!11berg trials German soldiers as well as political lead-
ers were Judged gl!ilty of cri_mes against humanity for following 
orders, for acceptmg the dictates of the authorities and not 
li~teni!'lg to their ,?w'f! consc\en~~s. May there not be' a parallel 
s1tuat10n at the Saigon tnals ten years hence? However, if 
I and the others refuse to serve or even demonstrate our chances 
of finding mea~ingful empfoyment in government' service, the 
large conservative corporations, or the mass media· are nil. 
Where do we go, to whom do we turn? Our parents to a 
great extent, although not in favor of war believe we must ful-
fill our commitment. Our peers are as co~fused as we are. Our 
professors are divided as are the authors whose books we read. 
As in every other crisis, in the fin~! analysis, we can only look 
to ourselves for the answer. At this moment I have not found 
one. 
The Soul Movement 
by Bob Jo:9 
R & B._ Rhyth1:1 an~ Blues. Soul. Whatever you call it, it's 
th_e only thmg kffepmg s1~gle record sales healthy. According to 
Bulboard magazine, a reliable trade publication 25 out of the 
t?P 50 ~ingle records this week are "soul" sound~. Once upon a 
time this was unheard of. When rock was in its infancy only ~ & B's leading advocate, Chuck Berry, made the chart; con-
sistently. To be sure there were Negro artists. But the Shirelles 
the Platters, Chubby Checker-they just didn't fit the soul cate~ 
gory. 
So R & B just drifted along, denting the surveys with 2 or 
3 hits a~ a time. A record company owner named Berry Garay 
Jr., out in Detroit had been responsible for quite a few of these 
hits. 19~ was ~is year, the year that ~ventually changed the 
complexion of smgle records. On the midst of Beatlemania he 
too~ a group of three girls called the Primettes, and cha~ged 
th~1r name .to th7 Supremes. He supplied the girls with excellent 
writers, and while the rest of the country was rocking to a 
'Hard Day's Night,' the haunting sound of 'Where Did Our 
Love Go' floated out of the Motor City. And then came the 
Four Tops, Stevie Wonder, the Temptations, etc. . . . The 
sound of . Motown soon became familiar to everyone's ears. 
But 1t was argued that the Motown sound was just slick 
sugar-coated sou_!. It did, however, make 'hard' soul acceptabl~ 
to those Caucasian ears who were soon to be inundated with 
the real. stuff_. The Supremes were riding on a string of fine 
consecutive hits, when some of that "real stuff' hit in the sum-
mer of 1965. Only then did James Brown, already a millionaire 
from his recordings, have his 'first' pop hit with "Papa's Got a 
Brand New Bag.' He had been a successful artist in the R & B 
field for over six years previous to that record, yet he was vir-
tually unknown to the white audience. 
in this same year, white artists began to notice the ac-
ceptibility of soul. The Righteous Brothers, long exponents of 
R & B, suddenly became popular in both the pop and soul 
world, 'You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin.' Mitch Ryder, The 
Young Rascals, Tom Jones, and other whites followed. And soul 
increasingly dominated the charts. Such non-Detroit soul men 
as Wilson Pickett, Joe Tex, and the late Otis Redding pushed 
their way on to white radio stations and int.o white record 
stores. But the whole soul movement didn't begin to spearhead 
until the spring of 1967 when Atlantic Records signed one female 
singer named Aretha Franklin .... 
<CODDDNGTON C:AlRIRY-©U .. !l1r 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WDTHIN WALKING IODSTANCIE 
SANDWICHES - COMPLETE DINNERS - PIZZA 
IFllUEIE l!>IElBVIEIR.Y with $5.0(0) minim11Bliil'il 
HOURS OPEN 
4 - 12 - 7 dayn a woo!t 
Call 272-137~ 
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letters to the JEditor 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Letters muse not exceed 400 words. 
To the Students: I'm afraid I fail to see how the 
English Department can think 
This letter is directed to the that by putting forth a live and 
student body and administration public presentation of a document 
of Ithaca College. It concerns the 
where the vulgarities therein 
childish performance that we 
would ordinarily be odious and 
were responsible for at the Four 
repugnant to most people, the 
Seasons' Concert. Since trying to 
same offensive response would 
apologize to everyone individually 
not be aroused. It's not a question 
would be impossible, we would 
of lack of freedom, but rather a 
publicly like to express our most preference for things more re-
sincere apology to anyone who fined and subtle than the four-
was offended or disturbed by our lettered words everyone's heard 
actions. We realize that our in- bcfore. Would the English De-
toxicated condition was no excuse 
for our obscene and abusive partment be similarly outraged 
at the discouragement of a 
language that was directed to- literal production of Aristo-
wards the duly authorized cam-
pus patrol. We would like to of-
fer our apology to the Winter 
Weekend Committee for placing 
them in an embarrassing posi-
tion. To the Four Seasons all we 
can offer is an honest but be-
lated statement of regret for dis-
rupting their excellent perform-
ance. But this letter is primarily 
directed to the students them-
selves because we disrupted the 
otherwise enjoyable evening they 
were having. If we were attending 
the concert and anyone else had 
been responsible for that out-
burst we would have been justi-
fiably angry. 
In conclusion we can only say 
that it was a stupid but isolated 
incident, and it surely won't hap-
pen again. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Galvin 
Joe Maier 
Reply to the 
English Department 
Dear Editor: 
In regard to the letter in last 
week's Ithacan from the English 
Department (less Dr. Harcourt) 
denouncing the Administration 
for having certain reservations in 
recommending that the ·,Drama 
Department produce a vulgar and 
tastefully questionable translation 
(Dudley Fitts) of Aristophanes' 
Lyistrata, I am somewhat alarmed 
at what appears to be a rather 
indignant and spiteful outcry at 
virtually nothing. It doesn't seem 
to me as if anyone's academic 
freedom has been suppressed if a 
member of the Drama faculty, 
voluntarily and on his own, 
sought Administration counsel on 
the advisability of a certain play 
and was recommended to choose 
another translation. 
phanes' The Birds, where the 
stage direction clearly states in 
several places, "He defecates?" 
I tend to agree with Dr. Har-
court in asking what purpose 
would be served in subjecting 
the general public to a lewd and 
distasteful rendition of this ad-
mittedly great play. A production 
expunged of the objectionable 
content might not be as "notable" 
an experience, but I don't see how 
it would be less "educational." 
I therefore applaud the Ad-
ministration in its discretion in 
advising the Drama Department 
to choose a more suitable and 
tasteful translation of Lysistrata, 
By the same token, I urge the 
Drama Department to use its own 
judgement, however, lest the Eng-
lish Department become "squeam-
ish and immature." 
Richard G. Coburn '68 
The Facts 
Dear Mr. Hyman: 
In response to recent discus-
sions of the proposed presenta-
tion of Lysistrata, I wish to make 
clear the following facts: 
(1) I voiced the opinion that 
presentation of the Sutherland 
Continued on page 9 
STATE & CORN SYS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-9881 
THIE IE.U.B. DSSUIES COMMD11'1J"IEIE 
presents a panel discussion on 
/Panelisis: 
Mr. IR. Thaler, District Attorney 
Rev. IR.. Gilbert, Unitarian Minister 
Mr. C. Dibble, !Prof. Political Science IDept. 
IDr. IB. Richards, IPrrof. Philosophy Dept. 
IDATIE: Wednesdlay, !Feb. 1i4 at 7:30 
IPLACIE: Union Rec. Room 
AID Are Onvited 7/'o Attend 
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Rushing Comes Into Home Stretch 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Bill Mentz 
In just another week the Spring 
Rushing Season will be over and 
bids will be sent out by the vari-
ous Fraternities and Sororities 
on campus. For those men that 
receive bids from fraternities on 
this campus, a very important de-
cision must be made. A decision 
which will effect the rest of their 
Ithaca College career. 
First of all the question ar-
rises, "Should I pledge?" Fra-
ternity life is not for all men, as 
can be seen by the large number 
of independents on this campus. 
Fraternal life is a very personal 
thing and in it, one is required to 
give more of himself than lie 
takes. A man considering a fra-
ternity must be willing to make 
sacrifices. 
Secondly, and perhaps a tough-
er question to answer is, "Which 
Fraternity is for me and what 
can it offer me?" The greatest 
thing Pi Lambda Chi can offer 
any man that enters into our 
fraternal organization is the op-
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Pizza & Subs 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Steaks, Hot Dogs 
Sausageburgers 
French Fries & Onion Rings 
The Fo.ods That Make 
PIRRO'S 
FAMOUS 
Speedy Delivery 
To Your Door 
From 11 a.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
404 W. State AR 2-1950 
llFC Speaks About Greeks 
The Inter Fraternity Council presents to st~dent~ intere~t-
cd in fraternity life at Ithaca College the folowmg hst _of dis-
advantages and advantages of joining a Greek organization. 
These arc only a few of many for each category. Read them, 
evaluate them and yourself, and then decide. 
Unfortunately fraternities tend to: 
1. place undue emphasis at times on superficial values 
2. increase the cost of attending college 
3. place undue emphasis on campus social and political life 
4. divide the campus into Greek and non-Greek functions 
5. promote loyalty to the group rather than the total college 
6. promote overdcpendencc on a specific group as a basis 
for security both while in college and after college 
· 7. select individuals from within own group to promote for 
leadership rather than alolwing individuals to rise on his own 
merits 
8. promote conformity to a group's ideals and standards in 
such matters as campus politics and selection of social friends 
ON THE OTHER HAND ... 
I. provide sense of belonging and identity for the individual 
2. encourage the individual to participate in all types of ac-
tivities 
3. provide opportunity to engage in business and manage-
ment activities through the business responsibilities of the fra-
ternity 
4. provide opportunities to win leadership positions 
5. provide opportunity to engage in the art of politics_ 
6. provide a social and frendship group which aids the fresh-
men in adjustment to college life 
7. provide experiences which stimulate self-discipline 
8. provide a vehicle whereby service to the college and 
community can be more effectively rendered 
9. stimulat a less active person to develop his interest" 
IO. suddenly you aren't an ID number - -
Rushing ... January 29th-February 18th . . . observe US. 
YOU DECIDE ... 
portunity to develop his in-
dividuality. While it is necessary 
to work with others and be in 
close contact with virtually the 
same group of men for a number 
of years, the development of the 
individual is very important and 
we realize this. Such individuality 
can be seen at any one of our 
meetings. 
Parties are another important 
PRATT'S 
Flower Shop 
205 N. Aurora St. 
<> 
FLOWERS FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
part of Fraternity life, and Pi 
Lam offers quite a few per 
semester. In order to have a suc-
cessful party it is necessary to 
get along with others, and this 
is another aspect of Fraternal life 
that the rushee should take into 
consideration. This ability to 
work and get along with others 
shows up in the success of Pi 
Lam's annual UNICEF Christmas 
card sales and United Fund drive. 
I mentioned ·before that the 
rushee often asks himself what 
the Fraternity can offer him. It 
seems ironic that when the rush-
ing season comes around the 
brothers ask themselves, "What 
can this man offer the Frater-
nity?" 
Dinner at . 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by David Mark 
Sigma Alpha Nu was establish-
ed in 1964 as a social fraternity. 
In our short existence, we have 
grown to a brotherhood of 41 
men. And that is the key word 
in a fraternity, "brotherhood." 
When 1here are so many men 
living and working together, they 
must do it as a unit. 
Sigma Alpha Nu is made up of 
men of many different interests 
and personalities. We ha.ve men 
in many phases of college life. 
Among our ·brotherhood is the 
editor of the Ithacan, an offi-
cer of the Sophomore-. class, a 
member of MGB, and members of 
President's Host Committee. As 
has been shown, we do not look 
for a man who fits a specific 
mold. Every major, except two, 
is represented in our fraternity, 
and we are hoping to have these 
represented in this pledge class. 
Pledging itself is a period of 
probation. This six week period 
is just long enough to convince 
you and tlle fraternity that you 
want each other. Pledging for too 
long a period is unwise and un-
fair to you and the fraternity. 
We do not believe in an extreme-
ly rough pJedge program, because 
one cannot expect an attitude of 
brotherhood to result from this 
type of abuse. 
Socially, Sigma Alpha Nu 
averages ten parties a semester. 
Dues for the year cover all fra-
ternity activities. There is no 
need for additional assessments. 
Among our social event are cock-
tail parties on major school week-
ends, rock dances, and mixers 
with the other fraternities and 
sororities on campus. Spring 
weekend is the major weekend 
for the fraternity as well as the 
school. Among our activities is a 
champagne party, rock dance, 
picnic, and fraternity float. 
'l'hrough rushing, a· fraternity 
tries to show the rushee what it 
has to offer, and give the bro-
thers a chance to look at the per-
spective. In the same way, we 
hope· this column has presented 
what Sigma Alpha Nu is, and 
what it stands for. 
THE STATION 
Joe Ciaschi's incomparable new restaurant 
in the old Railroad Passenger Station on 
Taughannock Boulevard at West Buffalo Street. 
Incredible 
For reservations 272-2609 
Batman's right . . • 0 
161Hlappy18 Hnvoil'es 
Y cl!.ll to IBrrorrng 
V 011.111r Daire tro •• o 
Evil is a pretty bad thing. But we're sure that if 
the Dynamic Duo ever visited our store, they'd 
say that our Xerox copies at Sc - 3c - 2c are a 
pretty good thing. You know, like truth and 
right. 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thurs. 
9a.m.-9 p.m. 
313 Eddy St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
108 N. Aurora Street 
Fri.-Sat. 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Phone 
273-8686 
GNOMON COPY SERVlCE 
FREE Collating FAST Service On All Orders 
Sc 
per page 
first copy 
3c 2c 
per page per page 
2nd thru 10th 11th copy and on 
copies 
® XEROX copies by gnomon 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Congratulations to the· candi-
dates who have been nominated 
for Sweetheart of Phi E K. A tea 
will be held this Sunday for the 
candidates, giving them a -chance 
to meet the brothers and vice-
versa. From this" group five final-
ists. will be chosen, one of whom 
will be crowned Sweetheart of 
Phi Epsilon Kappa at the 21st 
Annual Sweetheart's Ball, · which 
will be held on February 17, at 
the Terrace Cafeteria. 
The intramural basketball team 
chalked up two more victories, 
upping their record to 7-2. As the 
surprise team in the league we 
arc anxiously awaiting our bid to 
the playoffs. The "Count" and 
"Richie Joe"· took a weekend off 
from their teaching chores to 
come down and pay a visit to the 
brothers. A quick exit was made 
by "Norton" (alias Lance) as there 
were birds and moons blocking 
his path on the way out of his 
room on Friday night. It is now 
official that "Quackie" and "Bull" 
say that open-house punch is "in." 
Who's to say? Good or Bad? 
We don't know tlle answer! 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Important to the continued suc-
cess of Phi Mu Alpha have been 
the achievements of the brothers 
individually within their ·own 
special· areas of musical interest. 
Brothers Paul Goldstaub,_ Keith 
Ripka, and Chris Langton have 
had original compositions per-
formed on formal concerts. Broth-
er Ray Brown has made the Jazz 
Laboratory a successful educa-
tional and performing ensemble, 
contributing many arrangements 
and compositions in the process. 
Alumni Brothers John Whitney 
and Steve Brown composed the 
music for Scampers '62 and '63; 
and Scampers '66, '67, and the 
music of this week's production 
of "The Sophisticated Touch" has 
come from the pens of Brothers 
Robert Spear and John Federico. 
Finally, Phi Mu Alpha Brothers 
Roger Emig, James Eylward, 
David Howard, and Charles Hueb-
ner captured four of the- five 
places on the annual School of 
Music Concerto Program, which 
features the outstanding student 
performers in the School. 
With over 280 active chapters, 
Phi Mu Alpha is now the world's 
largest Greek-letter fraternity. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up . 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3-1821 Rear Entrance 
Delta Phi Zeta 
by Judy A. Sacco 
. Let the 'Delta' stand for 
eternal love and kindness; let the 
'Phi' signify truth and sincerity· 
and let the 'Zeta' st!!nd for knowt'. J 
edge and cooperation .•. " These' 
are the principles on which our 
Sorority was founded on March 
6, 1928. 
Delta Phi Zeta is a social sor. 
ority organized to promote friend. 
ship and sociability among the 
students of Ithaca College. Today 
there are 68 sisters in Delta Phi.· 
representing every department of 
the College and active in a num. 
her of campus organizations and 
clubs. As a Sorority we particj. I 
pate in many campus and service 
activities, as well as being active 
as a Greek and among the Greeks. 
Our accomplishments last se. ! 
mester include: i 
Ticket salt!s and ushering for' 
IFC-Fall Weekend 1 
Winner of the Greek Sing 
Alumnae Weekend - a tea, 
fashion show, and lo~e party 
A Fall Fashion Show sponsored 
by the Bullseye 
Mixers with Delta Kappa and Pi 
Lambda Chi 
Recreational work at the North 
Side House 
Initiation of nine new sisters 
Initiation of nine new patron-
esses 
And a Christmas lodge party. 
This semester the sisters are 
looking forward to another mixer 
with our brothers in Deita Kappa 
and ·a joint-ledge party with the 
sisters of Gamma Delta Pi. The 
Sorority is also initiating a new 
service project for the Ithaca Hos-
pital. This week we will be usher-
ing at Scampers. And we will be 
having a Spring Fashion Show., 
a Birthday Party, a Patroness 
Tea, and another spectacular 
Sorority Weekend, including 
formal pledge initiation, installa-
tion of new officers, a lodge 
party, cocktail party, and a formal 
dinner-dance. 
We in Delta Phi Zeta are very 
proud of o_ur accomplishments, 
and most of all that 68 sisters 
llave learned to work as ONE. 
For over 67 years it has been ac-
tive on the Ithaca College cam-
pus and we are confident that 
with the continued support of 
the serious music students here, 
this record of achievement and 
success will continue. 
l 
SA VE 20% TO 50% 
DOLLAR DAYS 
(Friday and Saturday) 
ON ALL WINTER GOODS 
HAROLD'S ~~~i 
106 N. Cayuga St. 
GREEKS C!)ntinued 
Delta Kappa 
by Thomas Slo?n 
As a rushee you have probably 
been wondering which fraternity 
to choose, or perhaps you have 
!ready made your choice after 
·~bserving the various Gr~eks 
throughout the year. I believe 
that you should see what Delta 
!
'Kappa has to ~f_fcr before you 
make up your mmd. 
Delta Kappa is an established 
,ocial and service fraternity with_ 
a multi-departmental reprcsc~ta-
:tion, which has been serving 
!Ithaca College since 1932. The 
Delta Kappa house here at Ithaca 
college is the Epsilon chapter of 
the statewide Delta Kappa organ-
ization. . 
A good fraternity is one t?at 
,will benefit its brothers material-
;ly. DK benefits its brothers ~~­
lterially through its many achv1-
ties during the year, including 
publishing the Student Directory, 
running the Christmas Ball, and 
also the parties and summer 
meeting. Ask a brother bow DK 
parties are; I am sure he will be 
-willing to tell you about the vari-
ous parties and bis experiences 
at them. 
'I A good fraternity must also be 
able to meet any problem with 
which it is eonfronted. At lhis 
time, the fraternities at Ithaca 
college are concerned because 
their new fraternity houses have 
too close a resemblance to dormi-
tories. Delta Kappa has solved 
this problem by building its own 
party lodge located approximately 
5 miles from campus outside the 
town of Danby. The DK lodge was 
built with the fraternity's money 
I and is an inviting aspect of Delta Kappa but there are other aspects 
of the fraternity that should be 
considered. 
A gooq fraternity also develops 
a close bond between its brothers 
-there should be no cliques in a 
fraternity. Delta Kappa brothers 
develop this bOnd as they wo1k 
toge:her in many fraternity activi-
i tie:. One can see the brothers to-
gether wherever they go, and 
alumni brothers often return for 
party weekends. • Only brothers 
are allowed at DK parties, for 
being in a good fraternity de-
mands that you know the guy 
:partying next to you. 
Delta Kappa fraternity meet-
ing last several hours, and elec-
tions for fraternity offices in the 
spring last all night. This is be-
cause DK is composed of brothers 
'iwho are willing to give a sub-
stantial amount of time to make 
sure their fraternity continues to 
be what it is·now. 
However, the rushee will prob-
ably be beleaguered with pro-
_mises, boasts and facts from any 
fraternity he rushes - and the 
other Greeks have something to 
offer their brothers also. The best 
'thing for a rushee to do before 
t.aking up his mind is to take long look at_ the actual brother-ood of the fraternity. Despite 
all the promises, it is the men 
!
' the fraternity that make a fra-
ernity. The rushee should com-
are and contrast the fraternity 
en in the different Greeks, and 
hen choose the men that he 
·ould like to live, party, and 
·ork with. 
Good luck to you as you make 
tour choice. 
209 E. Seneca St. 
Rho Mu Theta 
Rho Mu Theta, founded on 
March 4, 1959, is a local science-
math fraternity open to all male 
undergraduates. We perform 
many services on campus that 
benefit not only the students but 
also the campus and community 
as a whole. We hold the annual 
Welcome Back Dance which gives 
the freshmen an opportunity to 
meet the upperclassmen. We also 
run Parents' Weekend in conjunc-
tion with Delta Sigma Pi. As a 
service to the students and com-
munity, we sponsor the C. P. 
Snow Lecture Series which brings 
many highly renowned lectures 
to the campus. 
In addtion to the services we 
perform on campus, we also have 
an active social life. Fall, Winter 
and Spring Weekends are all 
thoroughly enjoyed by the broth-
ers with parties being an integral 
part of each one. In addition to 
the major weekends, we also have 
an annual Anniversary Party in 
March and our limit of cocktail 
parties. "Pines Parties," loo, arc 
a vital part of our fraternity life. 
This semester the brothers 
have many plans and are optimis-
tic about the future. We have set 
up an excellent rushing program 
with parties on Feb. 8, and 12, at 
the Chanticleer and J)orm 18-B 
respectively and arc looking for-
ward to a great pledge class. 
Plans for our Anniversary Party 
are well under way and we are 
enthusiastically looking forward 
to Spring Weekend. Our float is 
in the formulative stages for 
which we hope to win the tro-
phy for Rho Mu Theta for an un-
precedented third straight year 
and the fourth time in seven 
years. 
We wish to remind all eligible 
undergraduates of the advantages 
of a fraternity and to CONSIDER 
THE GREEKS! 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
On Sund~y, February 11, at 
2:00 P.M., Kappa will hold its , 
Spring Smoker for all male music I 
majors. We cordially invite music 
men to attend and learn more 
about our fraternity. Included in 
the program is a recital, a guest 
speaker, and refreshments. We 
sincerely hope that all men inter-
ested will attend. 
Presently, Kappa has two other 
recitals besides the one to be 
performed at our smoker. They 
arc our annual Original Com-
positions Recital and our Spring 
Recital. For the Original Comps 
Recital, members of the faculty 
choose a winning entry and the 
composer receives an award of 
$25. For the Spring Recital, some 
exciting works are being planned 
including a piece performed by 
the Kappa Gamma Psi String 
Quartet and a piece for organ 
and brass. Happily the new organ 
in Ford Hall will be used. 
HOTEL LEONARDO 
!Friday Matinee 
Special! 
3 - 6 P.M. 
1 OS N. Aurora St. 
WISE OLD OWLS 
And Young Chicks 
are finding that 
Potenza Opticians 
Is the place to 
GOI 
AR 2-1292 
Gamma Delta Pi 
by Jacki Finch 
Gamma Delta Pi is a social 
service sorority which was char-
tered by IFC on October 19, 1965. 
In our two and a half years of 
existence we have divided our 
activities between service pro-
jects for Ithaca College and the 
community and social projects 
for the sisters. These projects 
have included decorating the Sir 
Aexandcr Ewing Clinic for 
Christmas, collecting for the Jon 
Zuris and Susan Spitz Scholar-
ship Funds, and making toys for 
the Special Children's Center. 
This semester, we plan to con-
centrate on short term service 
projects in order to encompass 
a wider range of activities. 
Since we are a yourig sister-
hood, most of our events have 
the uniqueness of being the "first 
annual." Last semester, we spon-
sored our second birthday party 
at the Boxcar for the Greeks. We 
celebrated our first sorority 
weekend with a lodge party and 
champagne cocktail party at the 
house. Besides our major parties, 
we had mixers at Cornell and a 
mixer with Delta Kappa in order 
to foster Greek unity. This semes-
ter, we have planned to hold 
lodge parties, a Spring Weekend 
cocktail party, and more mixers 
on campus and cast hill. 
The siste1·s thcmsclv(·~ are 
from all major fields and active 
in campus organizations. The 
1967-68 officers are: Susan Lenox, 
President, Janet Hogeboom, Vice-
President, Mary Overbagh, Re-
cording Secretary; Carol Jenove, 
Corresponding Secretary; Katie 
McLaughton, Treasurer, Lisa 
Davidson, Service Chairman, Pat-
ti Heydt, Social Chairman. Elaine 
Mebel, Pledgemistress; Judy 
Kirchoff, Chaplain; Ru sh in g 
Chairman; and Mary Evan Kee-
nan, IFC Representative. 
Gamma Delta Pi was founded 
to promote womenhood, democ-
racy, and loyalty and to these 
ends we strive for lasting friend-
ship among the sisters. 
Pi Theta Phi 
Pi Theta Phi is a co-ed Physi-
cal Therapy fraternity which was 
founded on December 3, 1946. It 
combines the best of both the 
social and professional · aspects 
of fraternity life. Every year, the 
fraternity sponsors and organizes 
Fall and Spring Institutes usually 
consisting of presentations by 
notable people in the field of 
Physical Therapy. Throughout 
the year, informative speakers 
are brought to the house to give 
the members a broader and deep-
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er understanding of the profes- Jeff Winkless officially into the/ 
sion. These speakers, along with brotherhood. A banquet was held 
the numerous films that arc made at _Sylvan Hills following the cere-
available to the brothers and sis- mony and awards for "best' and 
tcr, valuably supplement the 'worst' pledge were presented to 
formal education we are offered Miss Thompson and Mr. Staples 
at IC. respectively. Designer-instructor 
Communication is an important Peter M. Forward was awarded 
part of any active organization an Honorary Membership. 
and Pi Theta Phi is no exception. "Snow White," TAP'S offering 
The THERAPEUEIN is a news- to the Ithaca Children's Theatre 
letter prepared each semester by program, tours this week to Bath, 
the fraternity to keep its mem- N.Y. for two performances. The 
bers posted on what is happening production involves 40 people. 
in the field, background on some President Gibby Brand directs 
of the prominent people in Physi- this year's Scampers while mem-
c3l Therapy, as well as news and bcrs, Don Croll, Lyn Phesant, 
advice from our brothers and David Staples, Eleanor Thompson, 
sisters completing their last year John McGraw, Scott Robinson, 
at Albert Einstein Medical Center Sandy Morales, Judy Hashagen, 
in the Bro'nx. Sue Mirola and Jim Novack enjoy 
However, it is not just "all featured positions as technicians 
work and no play." Pi Theta Phi and performers. 
plays an active part in the social Next on the activities ag~nda is 
"happenings" at Ithaca College. an early March. p_roduction of 
Along with fraternity parties. New York's soph1st1cated, smash 
throughout the year, we sponsor I hit comedy LUV to be dir~cted by 
a booth at the Fall Week-end Car- secretar! Judy Byron, assisted by 
nival, as well as an annual dance. Pam Wmtle as S.M. The three 
Plans have 'already been started \ pe~son show g?es into rehears~! 
for our Spring Weekend party: this week. It will be presented m 
and, as last year, we plan to have I the union rec room and is r:ecom-
another winning float in the mended to all as an evenmg to 
parade. The most valuable social look forward to. . 
asset the fraternity offers, how- The few members not mvol~ed 
ever, is the priceless gift of deep i": Scampers or LUV are "".ork1~g 
friendship. with Mr. Alan Robb on his epic 
Rushing is well underway, and p:oduction of Biede·rman and th,e 
I he brothers and sblers of Pi Firebugs, the drama departments 
Theta Plu really enjoyed meeting next major production. 
and talking with the rushees at 
the first party last Friday night. 
We hope to see all those P.T.'s 
again at our next rush party , 
which will be held at Codding- I 
ton's on February 13. We h op c 
it will be as big a success as our 
last one. 
Theta Alpha Pi 
by Kathleen Bishop 
CONSIDER 
THE 
GREEKS 
/Phi Delta Pi 
by Judy Oshinsky 
Phi Delta Pi is a National Pro. 
fesional Physical Educational Fra-
ternity for Women. Our ideals 
and aims are the motivational fac-
tors towards close unity, deep 
feelings of sisterhood, and join-
ing together to realize our goals. 
Progressive Physical Education 
does not only include a series of 
sit-ups and jumping jacks Pro-
gressive Physical Education does. 
include healthy social and psy. 
chological attitudes 
Our endeavors cnromp;i,, puh 
lication of the Prnfe~10nal l'hy~i-
cal Educator, the Bark and Howl, 
AAHPER affiliation, mainten-
ance of our own professional li-
brary, a Scholarship Award for 
Freshman women, a yearly work 
project, and many others. 
· Our social functions include Phi 
Delt Weekend, Fall Post Pledge 
Party, and sponsoring profession-
al clinics. Our sisters have been 
"Sweetheart's of Phi Epsilon Kap-
pa" and nominees for the "Rose 
of Delta Sig." 
Yes, we are both professional 
and social. We do have mixers 
with Ithaca College and Cornell 
fraternities. We do participate in 
Greek Sing and the Spring Week-
end Float Parade. We do require 
a 2.0 cumulative index and a 2.3 
semester index. 
GREEKS continued on page 8 
JOE'S 
ATLANTIC 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
ELMIRA RD. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
ATLANTIC 
One of the busiest fraternities 
on campus, TAP found it neces-
sary to hold its Fall Initiation in 
the new semester and on January 
21, finally welcomed Alice 
Cohen, Bill Graf, Sue Mirola, Lyn 
Phesant, Rob Richardson, Steve\ 
Schaefer, Peggy Scboditsch, David 
Staples, Eleanor Thompson, and 
N.AIRIOH'S 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
FOR 
QUALITY YOU CAN SMELL 
IT'S 
THE PASTRY SHOP 
113 N. Aurora St: 
AR 2-7272 
featuring 
Jim Mosher 
ct the 
Organ Nightly 
DINNER'S 6-9 - SUNDAY 5-9 
308 Elmira Road 
Exclusive Dealer fo,-
1 thaca College 
Physical Therapy 
Rings and Pins 
c3mp'rt3hore6 
Pantshirt pop-on (( ~ 
prefers (\t 
wild flowers. · 
6.00 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
f44 E. State St. AR 2-1810 
Open Fri. 'til 9:00 p.m. Frank Hammer 
Gallery 121 
proposes for 
Valentine's 
Dey: A 
Chagall poster, 
a string of red 
Guatemalan 
beats, intersticed 
with pre-Columbian 
with pre-Colombian 
nuggets; antique 
gun-metal earrings; 
a signed Deli 
etching that is 
beauty-on-the-we 11 
end money-in-the-
bank; and scads 
more distinctive gifts 
destined to 
hearten anyone. 
Up to its stand-up collar in a silky-smooth blend of 
80% Dacron® polyester, 20% cotton. Wildest flower 
colors. Self-covered buttons. Sizes 10-8. 
BLOUSES, 
Street Floo, 
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Delta Sigma Pi formed on the Ithaca College most beautiful girls on Campus, maintain our academic standing. I on "Spotlight;" seen every Thurs- to the sorority, and play in two 
campus in May of 1957. Since and of course, Winter Weekend, we want leaders for .our -<lemoc- day night at 6:45 P.M. on WICB· pledge recitals. 
by Dave Suss then, the fraternity has accom- provide the brothers with quite racy. We find leadership qualities I TV, Cable Channel Two. , , Each year we present a fall re.· 
The International Fraternity of plished much and has bec:omc a a. diversified social program. in ourselves that perhaps we A composite of the brothers, cital ,a spring recital, and opened 
Delta Sigma Pi is compris~d of credit ~o its name. Dcltasig o_ffers Dcltasig also is deeply in- ~cren't_ aware of before becom- and associa~e faculty members and closed house recitals. We also 
over 140 chapttrs in the United much m the way of Profess10nal volved in service programs on 
I 
mg a sister. I was taken this past week. A meet- perform for various organizations 
States, Canada. and Mexico. It is activities. These include such campus. we have been co-spons- All Physical Education women ing was also held with our associ- such as the Banker's Association 
a Professional fraternity, and its things as speakers in many di-' ors of Parents' Weekend for many arc invited to our house at any ate members on Wednesday. We and the IBM Quarter Century 
membership is limited to selected versified fields of business, rang-, years, and have always taken an/ time. Our library and other re- arc continuing to gather produc- Club of Binghamton. A Christmas 
students m busmcss, accounting, ing from advertising to personnel active part in the IFC Blood sources are always available for tions for entry in the Alpha Ep- program was presented at the 
and economics. The purpose of management. Along with the Drive. your use. But when you enter/ silon Rho National Productions George Junior Republic by us last 
the fraternity 1s "to promote spcake~s.' _the fraternity. always_ is I This is what we feel we have Dorm 14, ple~se l~ok further Awards, Competi~ion. It is our year. We have also been repre-
scholarship. social activity, and busy v1s1ting the actual industries to offer you, but we also feel that t~an the. beautiful view _and the chapters t~rn this ye~r to name sented at the concerto program of 
the associat10n of students for themselves. Such places as Na- J you offer us much. An organiza- hghted fireplace. Look mto the an outstandmg pro_fess1onal broad- Tthaca College in previous years. 
their mutual advancement by re- tional Cash Register, The Taylor tion is no stronger than its weak- people you meet. You may have I caster ~s an associat_e mem~er in Our sisters participate in the 
~C'arch ;inrl pr:ictice... : Wine Co., :ind Tth;ic;i Gun han• csL member and without new met them at the last Cornell par-; the national _fraternity. A 11st of 
I 
Ithaca College chorus, concrrt 
Delt.i J..1111uda Ch,1plcr 11.i~ · been visited by Lhc brothers. This members no.organization can sur- ty, or doubled with them on a i names is bemg drawn up from I choir, orchestra, rep baud, and 
______________ 
1 1s done with the thought that . vive. Thds we ask you to consider date, or bumped into them at the j whi~ one will be selected and ! concert band. 
I 
the student of business will gain : and evaluate all Greeks during last Winter Weekend. Yes, we are I rnbm1tted soon. We are pleased Our faculty-- advisor is Mrs. 
a broader perspective of the I rushing. Look for something more social! Then look further and you i with the success of Scampers '68, Sanford Re_uning, and O ur pa-
world outside the classroom. in College than the classroom, wi_ll ~ee the bonds o~ friendship i and would like to thank everyone trons are well-known faculty 
Along with the comprehensive :md if you are a business student and sisterhood_ that will never. be I who supported Oracle,_ Theta members and townspeople. DUDS Professional program, Deltasig of- ! we hope that what you find will br~ken. You ~ill see wo_men usmg Alpha P1, and Alp~a Epsilon Rl~o This year we plan to extend 
fcrs an excellent social program. be Delta Sigma Pi. Phi Delta P1. as a g~1de and _ a ?rot~er Steve _Sc_hiffman by ~;e- our music therapy program and_..,, 
Webster1s Laundry 
and Dry Cleaners 
Lodge parties are always in order l~dd_er. A guide to aJ? them 1_n 
I 
mg The Soph1sti~ated Touch. to continue Jln!ci expand upon o1;1r 
for the brotherhood on major ---- I frndmg the weaknesses of their ---- national projects. 
weekends and at other times dur- PHI DELT Continued profession so that they may be I Mu Phi Epsilon 
Same Day Service and 
Delivery 
ing the year. Along with these Our standards are purposefully ----- by Carol Bennet Sigma Alpha Iota 
such things as Roaring '20's pa/ higher. we must fulfill our pro- Alpha Epsilon Rho . Mu Phi ;Epsilon _is an _interna Sigma Alpha Iota is an inter-
ties, our Rose Cocktail Party, at fessional resp6nsibilities- in order by Ron Kobosko t1onal m1:151c sorority_ which pre- national professional music fra-
which the brothers select the 5 to reach our goals, and we must Much is new this week in Alpha sents an ideal of service to others ternity for women in the field Free Pickup & Delivery 
Basement of Dorm 12 I ~ 11Y our Drugstore Away from Home11 
in by 10 a.m. - Bach: by 
4 p.m. l HALLMARK VALENTINE CARDS ¢ WHITMAN CAN DY VALENTIN ES 
COIN OP LAUNDRY KL.INE1S PHARMACY 
AND DRY CLEANING 112-114 N. AURORA ST. 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza AR 3-3033 
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST! 
A film that is not only one of the best of the year 
but also one of the best seriocomic social sa-
tires we've had from Hollywood. Devastating 
and uproarious, adorned with delicious inci-
dents and crackling dialogue, a lively, exciting 
experience through vivid cinema. Dustin Hoff-
man is nothing short of superb. Funny, outra-
geous and touching. 'The Graduate' is a so_-
phisticated film that puts Mr. Nichols and his 
associates on a level with any of the best satir-
ists working abroad today. Mark it down in your· 
date book as a picture you'll have to see - and 
maybe see twice to savor all its sharp, satiric 
wit and cinematic treats:· 
- Bosley Crowther, New York Times 
J.'2~[PH E LEVINE 
MIKE NICHOLS 
LAWRENCE TURMAN 
PRQOUCTLQ ... 
THE GRADUATE 
AN'i'~E BANCROFT.,~ DUSTIN HOFFMAN · KATHARINE ROSS 
CAL[JER WILLINGHAM AND BUCK HENRY PAUL SIMON 
sirv1'oN AND GARFUNKEL D\wRENcE ruRMAN 
C1AfC1[0 f!Y 
MIKE NICHOLS TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION" 
.t.N E~DASSY P:CTURES Rl:l[A::;£ 
STARTS 
WED. FEB. 14 
"Benjarnin-
do you find me 
undesirable?" 
"Oh,no 
Mrs. Robinson. 
I think 
you're the 
most attractive -
of all 
my parents' 
friends." 
Epsilon Rho, the national honor- through music and establishes of music, We are a member of ~- ! ary Radio-Television fraternity. that close association with mem- the Professional Panhellenic 
This past Sunday, our fir_.~t rush bers during college life which A-ssociation which fosters inter-
party was held in the lounge of continues after graduation into fraternity spirit of cooperation 
Dorm 19 B. All of us are pleased later life. and mutual benefit. As well as be-
with the turn-out, and would like Our purposes are the promotion ing affiliated with many other 
1 to thank all those who attended. of friendship within the sister- national music organizations, we _,,, 
i Our second rush party wll b!! held hood and the recognition of promote international music pro-
on Sunday, February 18, just be- scholarship and musicianship. jects and have financed Inter-
fore Silence Week. Our revised The advancement of music in American music awards. 
pledge program is ready for the America ' and throughout t;he Those of us who are members 
first day of pledging, February wh~rld, thd·e prhoml otiho~ oflmuslit·cian- omfe,nthtaisl bfrealiteefrni.intythheavbeasai·cfug~odda: 
27, and we are looking forward to s 1P an sc O ars ip, oya Y to 
an alert, ambitious pledge class. the Alma Mater, and the develop- ness of a fraternity. Not only do 
On "Spotlight," the weekly TV ment of a true sisterhood are our we believe in the grpup-living and 
series produced entirely by Alpha aims. giving, the long lasting friend-
Epsiion Rho, a discussion of the Officers are elected each ships, the sharing and developing 
current blood drive was presented February, and rushing takes place of common interests, the spiritual 
Thursday. Every week topics of biannually, once in the fall and intellectual and cultural enrich-
student intere~t, will be discussed again in the spring. ment of a "good fraternity," but 
-Prospective pledges must have we go one step further and rea-
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
a 2.5 index for the semester pre- lize that the substance for all 
vious to pledging; she must be a these tangible and intangible ~n 
music major or minor and be ideals is Service. "Service to 
recommended by her major teach- others, to their needs, their CENTER 
36 Lanes to Serve You ~r. New sisters are accepted on dreams and ideals . : Service to 
the basis of their scholarship, ourselves, in the expression and 
musicianship, character, and lead- cultivation of intimate personal ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
,,,--·-
lde1s Bowling 
& Billiards 
I 
erhip. A pledge committee and· beliefs; service to life, itself, 
a judiciary review board are through the holding high of 
elected each semester previous beauty and goodness and faith." 
to pledging. Our pledges are re- What Uren, is the "essence" of 
Judd Falls Road 
.. AR 3-4111 
quired to know the pledge ma- Sigma Alpho Iota? The Better-
terial, write a music paper for ment of Human Life Through 
the sorority file, present a project Music, · 
for your engagement and wedding - a matched set 
with the hfgh rise look so much in vogue right now. 
Small round diamonds in marquise settings sweep up 
and to the side to lend drama Jo the solitaire and 
simple nuptial ring. In eighteen karat white gold. 
Illustrat_ion slightly enlarged 
HEGGIE1S 
136 E. State St. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
by Donalcf Zegel & Alan Kenfield 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is a 
men's professional fraternity, ex-
isting for the four aims of ad-
vancing the cause of music in 
America, fostering the mutual 
welfare and brotherhood of music 
students, developing the truest 
fraternal spirit among its mem-
bers and encouraging loyalty to 
their alma mater. 
The fraternity was founded in 
1898 at the New England Conser-
vatory of Music in Boston; Delta 
Chapter, at the Ithaca Conserva-
tory, w~s founded in 1901. Phi_Mu 
Alpha is thus the oldest fraternity 
on the Ithaca College campus. The 
history of the college and of the 
fraternity have . been intimately 
connected; W. Grant Egbert, hon-
ored as the founder of Ithaca 
College, was a Phi Mu Alpha 
brother, as were a large part of 
the past administrators of the 
School of ~usic, including Victor 
Rehmann, Conrad Rawski, and 
Bert Rogers Lyons. 
Today many of the members of 
the Music Faculty, including Dean 
Craig McHenry and Assistant 
Continued on page 9 
GUN & TACKLE 
CENTER 
r:. 
-M"ACIQNAWS 
Ollv• Drab, Fornt Green $7.00 
504W.srAn Al2~577 
llock- Pad lllahopa 
0pen·9-9 Mon..frl. 9-6 Sat. 
· 1o.2 Son. 
LETTERS (Cont.) 
adaptation of the play would be 
ln poor taste. 
(2) I felt that phallic symbols 
should not be made part of the 
male costumes. 
(3) Subsequent to my first 
meeting with Mr. Robb, he pro-
posed an alternate adaptation of 
the play which was completely 
acceptable to me. 
(4) No member of the admin-
istration bas ever objected to the 
use of Lysistrata in Triplum Lit-
erature I or English 203. . 
(5) After Mr. Robb brought the 
play to me for advice, I immedi-
ately consulted the Acting Chair-
man of the Drama Department re-
garding the proposed presenta-
tion. 
(6) I advised against the Suth-. 
~rland adaptation of the play in 
·early November. Since that time, 
only one student, and no faculty 
member, bas come to my office 
to protest my advice. 
In any further discussions of 
the Lysistrata situation - public-
ly or privately - individuals are 
asked to keep these facts in mind. 
Sincerely, 
Paul R. Givens 
Dean 
P.T. Conference 
Dear Editor: 
As a· student of physical 
therapy here at Ithaca College, I 
would like to thank the Division 
of Physical Therapy and especial-
ly Mr. Robert Jenkins for the 
colloquium on Bioelectricity pre-
sented January 26-27, at Ford 
Music Hall. It was a tremendous 
educational experience. 
For those who could not at-
tend, copies of Dr. J. V. Basma-
jian 's paper as well as the papers 
presented by Dr. F. Ray Finley 
and Dr. Herbert A. deVries 
should be added to your library. 
Perhaps most of all, from a meet-
ing such as this, we become ex-
posed to the scientific thought 
and discipline that are improving 
and advancing our profession. 
The exposure was valuable even 
if not all of the words and con-
cepts were totally understood. 
Stimulation and seriousness of 
our thoughts were rewarding in 
~ 
themselves. --
David Van Brunt 
President, Pi hTeta Phi 
Thanks from Oracle 
To the Editor: 
ply for the grant, which often 
means the difference ·between 
finishing an education or drop-
ping out of school. 
This year grants were issued 
to five worthy students who I'm 
sure are very thankful for the 
work that their fellow students 
put in on the Scampers' produc-
tions of the past. 
I sincerely hope that there is 
a full house each night of the 
production, not only because it's 
a· worthy cause, but because your 
fellow students have worked hard 
to produce what is always a top 
notch hit of a show for your en-
joyment. 
See you opening night! 
Sincerely yours, 
Charlotte Brahm 
Oracle President 
Fatality Rate 
Mr. Dan Karson in The Ithacan 
of January 26, 1968 made the 
statement that "Our curricula are 
no breeze and the fatality rate 
last year hovered around 50%." 
U Mr. Karson means the attri-
tion experienced at the close of 
the last academic year (May 1967) 
the rate from all sources cover-
ing all classes and included aca-
demic failure, dismissals for 
social infractions and voluntary 
withdrawals was 15.2%. 
U Mr. Karson is referring to 
the attrition experienced at the 
close of the last semesler (Decem-
ber 1967), the comporable rate 
from all these sources was 6%. 
The Registrar's Office wel-
comes opportunities to cooperate 
with student reporters by pro-
viding statistical information on 
topics such as that to which Mr. 
Karson addressed himelf. U we 
know such statistics arc wanted 
we will be happy to provide them, 
and also to assist those students 
hot familiar with statistical ac-
counting in interpreting the data. 
Based on national collegiate 
performance Ithaca College has 
a good record for student reten-
tion, and we are trying to do bet-
ter still. It is most unfortunate 
that Mr. Karson's article should 
have created the opposite im-
pression. 
Robert Regala 
Registrar 
The Educational Policies Com• 
mittee has recommended that 
Ithaca College go to a Plus-
Minus Marking System. What 
do you think? Let your Stu· 
dent Congress representative 
know your feelings. 
Givens Made 
PC OifficiaD 
Dr. Paul R. Givens, Dean of 
Arts and Sciences at Ithaca Col-
lege, has been appointed to serve 
as a Field Selection Officer for 
the Peace Corps. He is one of 
fifteen throughout the nation who 
will select Peace Corps volun-
teers to serve in Africa. 
The Field Selection Officer re-
views tests and other information 
about the volunteer during his 
training period and decides who 
is to be - placed overseas. He 
serves as chairman of a selection 
team consisting of a physician, 
psychologist, training director, 
overseas supervisor, return volun-
teer, and psychiatrist. 
In 1966 Dean Givens, whose 
doctorate is in the field of Clini-
cal Psychology, was the Peace 
Corps Field Selection Officer for 
the University of California at 
San Diego. Next week he will 
meet in Washington with other 
selection officers to discuss selec-
tion procedures. Mr. Jack 
Vaughan, Director of the Peace 
Corps, and his staff will conduct 
the conference. 
Room Fee 
Rebates Coming 
by Richard Fuller 
Students who are not living on 
campus for a block due to stu-
dent teaching assignments may 
look forward to rebates on room 
fees in the future. Parker Moore, 
Director of Housing, is now work-
ing on an idea which would re-
quire the student teachers to pay 
for only the three blocks of the 
year during which they live on 
campus. The basic problem now 
is trying to arrange for there to 
be an equal number of students 
out on teaching assignments in 
every block. l\1r. Moore hopes 
that this problem may soon be 
resolved so that the system if re-
bates can be initiated. 
STAMP IT! 
11'11HIRAQ& 
RBGULAR 
MODEi. 
Alff •2 I 1.1111 TEXT 
n. t1mo1 tllDESmlmm IIDIL 
Poc:ur RUll81R IJAIIP. >,i• a I". 
Bebd cbealc or man~ ark. Be 
1UNt to hulbuSa ~ lllP Ooda,, No 
poata,n .. J,m(lllq m:rsa- A44 
lalatax. 
Praaplllldpmllll.lllllladlaa ...... 
THaMOPPCO. 
P. 0. 8Cllr 18623 &.a ........ 
ATI.Atm.U..IOm 
The time has again rolled 
around for the annual Scampers 
production. Speaking on behalf 
of all the members of Oracle, I 
would like to extend best wishes 
to the students who are working 
on the production as well as a 
sincere vote of thanks to all of 
them. 
!FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by· L. G .. BALFOUR CO. 
Oracle sponsors this production 
which is completely student-run. 
:\fany individuals team up and de-
,-ote many long hours working 
for the production which nets a 
profit that goes toward a 
worthy cause._ All proceeds go in-
to the -Oracle Grant Fund which 
provides a stop gap measure for 
juniors and seniors who are in 
financial trouble. Those with a 
2.5 cumulative average who are 
in need of financial aid may ap-
AMERICAN 
BRAHMAN 
BOOKSTORE 
Philosophy 
Mysticism 
Hinduism (Yoga) 
Buddhism (Zen) 
Occult Tradition 
118 W. STATE ST. 
Ithaca College Class R!ngs 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS-MY..GS-TROPH IES 
Phone. 272-5959 
SMOOTH DATES., , 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
Late supper selections available 9:30 to 11: 15 p.m. 
r<mt 
STEAK HOUSra: 
109 South Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phone 272-1610 
DA Applications 
Accepted Soon 
by Mark Mandler 
Both Parker Moore, Director 
of Residence Halls, and Miss 
Marylee Taylor, Ass't. Dean of 
Women, have informed the Ith-
acan that hey will be accepting 
applications for next year's Head 
Residents and Dorm Advisors 
within a few weeks. 
Mr. Moore announced that 
there were openings for four 
Head Residents and eighteen 
Dorm Advisors. Also there is a 
need for a House Mgr. for each 
one of the Complex dorms. Head 
Residents receive free room plus 
$300 for the entire year. DA's re-
ceive room and $150. 
The only fixed requirement for 
men is a 2.0 index, which must 
be maintained. Mr. Moore added 
though they were not specifically 
looking for the "goody-goody" 
with the 3.8 index, but an 
"average guy" who will be re-
spected by the men under him. 
Men with discipline records are 
by no means automatically elimi-
nated. In short, Head Resident 
or DA must be someone with 
good judgment, character, and 
personality. A few weeks from 
now "training sessions," held 
every Sunday afternoon for eight 
weeks, will begin. These sessions 
provide informal discussion be-
tween aspiring DA's and present 
DA's. ''Live" situations are set 
up to see how each candidate 
would respond to situations such 
as, drinking in the room, noise, 
etc. Final selection is based on a 
personal interview with Mr. 
Moore plus the opinion of the 
teaching DA's. "The job," says 
Mr. Moore, "is an informal one." 
The advisor is a counselor and 
a third party between the student 
and the administration. 
Continued on page 10 
BROOKS (4) 
l?HARMACDIES 
(THERE'S BOUND TO BE 
One Near You!) 
FREE DELIVERIES 
IF YOU'LL PHONE 
AR 2 - 3341 
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Dean Walter Beeler, are Delta J 
Chapter Sinfonians; included in 
this are also Presidential Assist-
ant Thomas Pula&ki and Admis-
ion 's Director Henry Enzian. 
The influence of Phi Mu Alpha 
has been felt far beyond the 
Ithaca College campus. Delta 
Chapter brothers who have be-
come nationally known include 
Arnold Gabriel, the director of 
the world-famous United States 
Air Force Band; Maurice Whit-
ney, past president of NYSSMA 
and a leading force in the Music 
Educators National Conference, 
and many others. National figures 
in the musical world include Sin-
fonians Van Cliburn, Jascha Heif-
etz, Aaron Copland, Leopold Sto-
kowski, Arthur Fiedler, Morton 
Gould, and scores of others. 
The activities of Phi Mu Alpha 
on campus center around the an-
nual recital of American music. 
This year's recital is scheduled 
for February 29, in Ford Hall, 
and features the premiere of a 
composition for two pianos by 
Delta Chapter Honorary Brother 
Gregg Smith, Director of the 
Ithaca College Concert Choir. 
Other traditional activities in-
clude house recitals, listening 
sessions, and the Phi Mu Alpha 
Tuxedo Marching Band in the 
Spring Weekend Float Parade. 
Hoping to encourage higher 
musical standards among the stu-
dents, Phi Mu Alpha has estab-
lished an annual scholarship of 
$350, awarded on the basis of 
musical talent, academic standing, 
and financial need. We are also 
hoping to institute a series in-
formal reading session soon, to 
help develop the ensemble play-
ing of interested students. 
ITHACA 
s 
SERVBCENTER 
under new management 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE AR 3-3261 
335 E. State St. 
Election Schedule 
Alex Block, Student Body Vice 
President, has announced the 
time schedule for this spring's 
student elections. 
For Executive Board, Men's 
Governing Board, and Women's 
Governing Board: Petitions pick-
ed up in the Student Government 
office between 7 and 9 p.m. April 
3; petitions due April 8; notifi. 
cation and government test April 
9; campaign begins April 10; 
elections April 15-16. 
For class officers: Petitions 
available April 10; petitions due 
April 15; notifications and test 
April 16; campaign begins April 
17; elections April 23-24. 
In Tuesday evening's meeting 
of Student Congress, Block ap-
pointed member's of the election 
commission. 
CHANTBCLEIER 
<> 
Best Spaghetti 
and Steaks 
<> 
Room available 
for your parties 
<> 
State & Cayuga 
AR 2-9678 
OP/EN BOWLING 
NEW 
ITHACA BOWL 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
CALL AR 2-1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
and there is no better time than right now to stop c:llown ~o 
IBrowning King on the Corner of State and! Aurora 
becaues there's a super sale Oll'll 
88 SWIEATIEIR.S- Crew - V-neck and Cardigan 50% OIFIF 
IEAGLIE SHIRTS- originally $8-9 now 
2 for$10.99 or 2 for $11.99 
19 WOOl SHIRTS- Original $20.00 now $9.99 
SPORT SHIRTS - 31 % OFF 
"IT"QJRTLIE NIECKS & MOCK TUR1'LIE - originally$, $6, $7 
NOW 2 for $5.99 
THIES - originally $3.00 
OUTIE RWIEAR - originally $35-55 
NOW 2 fo1r $3.75 
NOW $27 .50 ito $38.50 
AncD many, many more sale items not listed. 
81&~;1 Ki~ !ff e@o 
SlJ"AtlE ai: AUJllUllRA 
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Antique Cards At Union 
by Linda Garrett 
A collection of Antique Greet-
ing Cards from the Hallmark His-
torical Collection is now on dis-
play in the Egbert Union. ThP. 
collection comes from the Willard 
Straight Hall, Cornell University, 
and is circulated by the Associa-
tion of College Unions - Inter-
national. The original Hallmark 
collection in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, contains more than 55,000 
antique greeting cards. These 
cards reflect the manners and 
ideals of their times, and provide 
us with a glimpse of old traditions 
and styles. 
The traditions on which the 
exchange of greetings are based 
date back to the Egyptians, the 
Romans, and the Medieval code 
of Courtly Love. Yet, it wasn't 
Downin 
Time 
VaDDey 
IHlcMse 
801 West Buffalo 
You'll Have 
French Fried 
Onion Rings 
Like you never tasted 
before! 
Right Next Door ... 
VALLEY HOUSE 
CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
Proving Every Day That 
You CAN take it with you! 
until the 1840's that the first 
cards - Valentine cards - were 
widely circulated. The exchange 
of Christmas cards became popu-
lar after 1850, and of Easter and 
everyday cards - for birthdays, 
weddings, friendship, illness, and 
memorial occasions-in the early 
years of this century. The rise of 
literacy, the invention of modern 
color printing methods, and the 
establishment of inexpensive pos-
tal rates all added to the accep-
tance of the custom of exchanging 
greeting cards. Today, millions of 
people the world over exchange 
greeting cards, furthering the 
tradition which developed so very 
long ago. 
DA's (Cont.) 
The structure of the girls' 
dorms is somewhat different. 
Quarry has five DA's, the High-
Rise, twelve, and each of the 
Quads three. All DA's receive 
room . and $225, which comes to 
about $650. Miss Taylor explained 
the primary task of the DA is to 
counsel and advise students and 
to help them adjust to their new 
environment in some cases. Selec-
tion is based on recommendations 
from applicant's Head Resident 
and DA's along with interviews 
with Miss Taylor and Dean Hood. 
Check the bulletin board dur-
ing the next few weeks for more 
details. 
HAPPY CHARLEY'S 
325 E. State St. 
SWAGGER 
TOUCH 
$15.95 
CCS!ENTDND 6 $ 
"150 E. STATE ST. 
"LOOK FOR THE RED CARPET" 
Student Charge Accounts Invited! 
by C. Lee 
Have you heard . . . that Tau 
Alpha Mu was accepted by IFC 
and is a new and different social 
service sorority, congratulations 
. . . that Dr. Harcourt stands 
straight and alone ... that rush-
ing is in full swing and going 
well . .- . that Spring weekend, 
April 25-28, is shaping up . . . 
that Schnapps is a great cold 
cure . . . that an ex EiC got 
pinned walking to the Union ... 
that the blondes on campus are 
going natural . . . that the 8th 
floor of the West Tower is gen-
erally "pot"-tied ... that several 
students are trying to publish a 
report on the relevancy of smok-
ing and being a poor student ... 
that Gone With The Wind is in 
Syracuse and its only an hour 
and a day away . . . that Sally 
lives at a deli in Maryland, did 
you get the number right Ricky? 
... that Jeslex will edit and pub-
lish a campus humor and satire 
mag, students will be paid for 
contributions used. (Box L-8, 
Union) ... that the Union Board 
noticed that Miss Sharon S t a z 
is one of the outstanding women 
of America . . . that the IFC 
blood drive is Feb. 13 . . . that 
Valentines Day is Feb. 14, save 
some ... that the Freshman Ad-
visory Board needs workers . . . 
that some Greeks never seem to 
make the Greek Columns . . . 
that the PLAY BOY BUNNY OF 
THE WEEK AW ARD goes to Jess 
Nadleman who demonstrates his 
attributes and talents in the 
Union daily. 
Donohue-Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
602 W. Seneca St, 
273-3393 
Chaplain's Comer 
by t:he lt:haca College· Chaplains 
This Week: father Graf 
What does it really mean to love? 
Love means being with a person and trusting them when you 
can't be with them. To love we have to understand that the 
other person has problems too (and trying to understand that 
there arc times when he doesn't want to talk about them). If we 
arc jealous when someone else talks to "him" or. spends too much 
time with "her", we do not love. Love is patience when wise-
cracks are made about som~ of our friends in the dorm. To 
love means to be generous cspei;ially when we are busy get.ting 
ready to go out and someone wants to borrow that extra bar 
of soap. 
To love in a mature way we are alert to the tear in her eye 
or the catch in his throat. If we love, we don't count the minutes 
when someone is trying to say something and is finding it diffi-
cult to get started. To work for a person is not love, but serving 
a person is. If we love, we look deeper than the acned-face to 
discover a person crying out to be noticed. Because you want to 
show her a little gratitude, love is smilin~ at the girl standing 
behind a counter dishing out the spaghetti. To love is to know 
when to stop talking and start listening to the others sitting 
around the table in the Snack Bar. Instead of buying a pack of 
cigarettes you use the money to call home. This is love. It is a 
letter to your younger brother who is giving the family a tough 
time because of his late hours. 
Loving is an adventure. Each day is a new experience. Each 
person is an opportunity to grow. It involves a risk ... this 
thing called love. Sometimes our motives are questioned. This 
hurts. Love presupposes honesty and sincerity. Growing up is a. 
painful process and creative love involves pain. Maybe that is 
why love is a sign of maturity. · . 
Resume Guides Available 
by Terry Clark 
For prospective Graduate Stu-
dents, Mr. Lowe reminds, "For 
those students still getting 
around to starting to write a 
resume, copies of the placement 
annual are still available for each 
Senior and several copies of 
'Guide to Preparing a Resume' 
are on reserve in the Careers 
Reference Room." 
Many flyers are available to 
people especially interested in 
federal jobs. These jobs· involve 
taking the Federal Civil Service 
Exam as well .as some specialized 
tesls. The flyers give information 
on specific fields and include 
such areas as Indian Education, 
Historians, Cartographers and 
many others. Many students may 
have doubts about the exam but 
it can be passed. A Senior coed 
recently took the especially dif. 
ficult Foreign Service Officer 
exam and has been invited to 
take the oral exam. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS: 
"Higher Education in The Unit-
ed Kingdom, a Handbook for 
Students from Overseas and their 
Advisors." 
A number of publications deal-
ing with college public relations 
and fund raising: 
1. !Membership directory of 
American College Public Rela-
tions Association. 
2. Placement letter listing ac-
tual openings. . 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: 
Friday, February 9, Agway; Pratt 
& Whitney 
Wednesday, February 14, Massa-
chusetts Mutual 
Wednesday, February 14, F. w. 
Woolworth 
Thursday, February 15, Allstate 
Insurance Co. 
Thursday, February 15, Marine 
Midland of Western N.Y. 
Friday, February 16, Social Se-
curity Alministration 
Interested students may sign 
up in the Career Reference Room 
on the second floor of the faculty 
office building. 
Coffee and! West Town Optical CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
625 W. Clinton St, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
AR 2-0994 
Bolton Donuts of course 
BOLTON'S DONUT DINETE 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
"Makes it better to see 
you with my dear" 
Forensics: Not 
Only Debates 
by Douglas Lone 
When many people hear the 
word "Forensics," they immedi-
ately think, "That's Debate!" Ac-• 
tually, Forensics includes 11ll 
phases of speech work from pub-
lic speaking to discussion; includ-
ing work in oral interpretation, 
legislative assemblies, Mock 
t!"ials, Readers Theater, and of 
course the traditional debate situ-
ations. 
Forensics must be considered 
among the top of extra-curricular 
activities in which there is a 
weekly meeting (Mondays at 7:30 
p.m., · U-5) where something ac-
tually "happens." Besides one 
business meeting a month, For-
ensics held in the Fall semester,11 
a Prose and Poetry Program on 
Carl Sandburg; a highly success-
ful Mock Trial in which the de-
fendant was acquitted of killing 
bis wife at a trial run by stu-
dents; a Parliamentary Debate (as 
in England); a Readers Theater 
production of George Orwell's 
"1984" (To ·be - presented on 
WICB-TV as well); and an un-
usual Parliamentary Debate, with 
participants from Cornell Uni-
versity, Syracuse, Harpur as well , 
as I.C. on whether, "The dough-_.. 
nut should have .a bole." These 
programs included many students 
from all majors and years. In fact, 
Forensics is open to everyone all 
the time as participant (Where 
one credit a semester is possible 
if desired), or just observer. 
Forensics basic area of activ-
ity is, of course, the inter-col-
legiate debate program which is 
open to any student who wishes 
to prepare for tournament debat. 
ing on the national/ topic. Re-
solved: That the Federal Govern-
ment should establish a national,.. 
minimum wage. This program, 
and all of Forensics, is under the 
direction of Mr. Charles Waugh, 
a new member of the Speech de-
part. Forensics also has its own 
room in the 14th floor of the 
Men's High Rise. 
The Forensic year is highlight-
ed by Ithaca College's own Inter-
collegiate· Individual Events 
Tournament, which is attended by 
Colleges and Universities thrOugh-
out New York State and the East, 
including Cornell, Harpur, Buf-
falo, NYU, etc. This year the"°" 
Tournauient will be held on Feb-
ruary 16, and 17, and will con-
sist of 1. Oral Interpretation 
(Prepared Poetry); 2. Original 
Oratory; 3. After Dinner Speak-
ing (Hwnerous Topics); 4. Inter--
pretative Reading (Prepared 
Prose); 5. Radio N:ews Editing and 
Announcing; 6. 'Impromptu (Five 
minute preparation; 7. Extempor-
aneous Speaking {Current Events). 
These events are open to all I.C. 
students who wish to compete. 
Anyone interested should contact 
Cheri Dinkins x-8302. · 
MOE'S CAMPUS BARBERSHOP HAVE A HEART ! 
Come in and· see 
MOE&WILL 
Patronize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Donn 12 
across from Pat's Tailor Shop 
~ 
Send Cupid in an envelope 
from 
CHARJAN'S 
State and Tioga 
CAR WASHING 
IS NOT A SIDE LINE AT 
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MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gordou 
~trand Theater-The Vengeance of Fu Man Ch1t and The Slua-
tered Room, those much heard of features we've all been 
~aiting for. Christopher Lee and Gig Young star respec-
tively. 
MGB ancB WGB 
Show Numerroans 
Aclhi oevements 
New WICB-TV 
Talk Show 
The newest show on the WICB-
TV weekly schedule is Round-
table. The show's format differs 
from anything that one might see 
on commercial television. Each 
week moderator Larry Price in-
vites members of the Ithaca Col-
lege and Cornell faculty to join 
him at the Roundtabla for unre-
hearsed and free-wheeling discus-
sions. 
IO)!RAMA RIEVB fEW 
by Jeannotte Smyth 
This year's Scampers is sophmoric by sophisticated stand-
ards-and sophmoric by sophmoric standards. If you are 
amused by musical comedy, and it you don't scrutinize this one 
too closely, you might like 1t. 
State The:Ker-The Jungle Book and Charlie the Lonsome Cou-
gar. Wildlife adventure and animated Kipling, from t;he 
Disney studios, that only a fool could find fault with. 
Cinema Theater-The Wicked Dreams of Paul Schultz-Elke 
Sommer pole vaults over the Berlin Wall into adventure 
wit~ the star of Hogans' Heroes. Proceed at your own risk. 
Ithaca Theater-Georgy Girl and Cat Ballou. Whimsical loneli-
ness with Lynn Redgrave, and western satire with Lee Mar-
vin. Two good films but their second or third appearance 
in town. TV isn't the only place for re-runs. 
Trmple Theater-The Tiger Makes Out--sec below. 
The existential hero, that hero who is posses~ed with a 
striking individuality and a concern for personal freedom and 
fcsponsibility instead of society's restrictions, has been an in-
creasingly popular tool for film-makers. I use the term tool for 
these strong individuals arc usually used to satirize or criticize 
the conform_ing, limiting society that forces them to be out-
casts. Many examples immediately spring to mind: Cool Hand 
Lulu, The Stranger, Morgan, A Thousand Clowns, A Fine Mad-
ness. All have heroes who refuse to conform and thus either be-
come extremely comic or somewhat tragic, or both at the same 
time. The man Eli Wallach portrays in The Tiger Makes Out 
falls into the comic category. And for quite a bit of the film 
he makes us laugh. Yet here again, the existential hero is a 
tool, a means to satirize an ever conforming and dehumanizing 
milieu. Therefore in much of the movie we laugh at ourselves, 
~ur habits, our fears, and our surroundings. 
; 
Benjamin Harris (Wallach) is a postman. Day to day he 
takes the gruffness and idiocy of those he must come in contact 
with, until one day, he decides that he is going to live only for 
himself. If he is to retain his individuality and his basic human-
ity he must resort to the most basic of human emotions-the 
sex drive. He stalks the New York City.streets in pursuit of a 
pretty young thing to kidnap and rape. Hard luck foils him all 
_ the way until by nightfall he winds up with Gloria (Anne Jack-
son). Upon return to his cellar apartment he discovers that 
Gloria, like himself, is intelligent, concerned, and desirous of 
a college education. But Gloria is a married suburbanite so their 
relatonship can develop no further than an affair, instead of the 
lasting romance both wish for. Two bored and unsatisfied people 
have found an other individual, yet must return to the world 
,?f the "idiots." 
What made Morgan, A Thousand Clowns, and A Fine Mad-
ness so successful was their focusing of attention on a single 
character. The films only satirical targets were the things in 
direct and contant contact with their heroes. The Tiger Makes 
Out starts off as biting and uproarous satire. We laugh at Ben-
jamin's N.Y. world and at Gloria's suburban neighbors. 
But by film's end its satirical focus has been broadened to: 
college admissions, pathetic old folk, homosexuality, housing con-
trol, matrimony, television, and wife-swapping. If author Mur-
ray Schisgal and director Arthur Hiller wished to get at all of 
American society they should not have saddled, one individual 
with the whole task. The best American social satire, and the 
best American film, Dr. Strangelove found a broader way to get 
at broader satire. The Tiger Makes Out starts strong but gradu-
~lly loses its direction and. power, ultimately becoming only a 
kitten caught in a tree, with no way to go but down. 
College Under The Yum Yum 1'rtee* 
by Lauralyn Bellamy 
The executive committee of Student Congress is now deal-
ing with the sensitive issue of intervisitation privileges. At a 
school such as Ithaca, where almost all students are required 
to live on campus, this is a potentially tense question. The real 
question is whether this school is conducive to promoting ma-
ture heterosexual relationships. 
Essentail to the development of mature relationships be-
tween men- and women is the need for privacy. People alone, 
taken out of the group, reveal a very critical aspect of them-
selves. A couple alone face their true personality centers. So 
much role-playing ( a normal protective device) is involved in 
a person's behavior in the clossroom, on a date, at a party. 
These roles are all important relations about a person. If two 
people have survived the ordeal of the first date, that is an 
indication that they wish to learn more about each other. Sex 
attitudes and behavior are vital factors in determining a 
serious relationship Hopefully, an intelligent couple given pri-
vacy will begin the unpredictable process of learning about each 
_other sexually, emotionally, and intellectually. Those three com-
·-ponents are integral ro any serious, romantic relationship. The 
school acknowledges this insofar as they allow the course on 
marriage and the family to be taught here. Yet the knowledl!je 
acquired by the student in such a course, or from experience, 1s 
c~mtradicted by the rules and attitudes of the school. It i~ pos-
1 s1_ble for a couple attending Ithaca College to become lavah~re?, 
pinned and engaged without knowing each other except w1thm 
the context of the movie date, the party, the study date, and 
the classroom. Part of this may be due to the childishness of 
'the people involved. But part of this is due to the colle~. If 
two people feel deeply about one another, a sexual expression 
(
, f their commitment is natural. Not all serious couples can 
fford to take off weekends. Giving them privacy on campus is 
ecessary In private, they will gain new perspective on their 
elationship; how much of their mutual attraction is due to 
opularity in the crowd, intelligence in the classroom, and per-
onal compatibility? Each couple must define their own moral 
~nd sexual code. It has been found that most women still be-
!11:ve in premarital virginity. Visitation privileges would not 
initiate a sexual revoluton at Ithaca College. If an adult feels 
strongly about his beliefs the freedom and responsibility, that 
accompany adulthood ar; not going to change them. 
There is also the issue of the roommate. Obviously, any 
by Ne-:zi Schlossberg 
The roles which Men's Govern-
ing Board and Women's Govern-
ing Board play in the lives of the 
I.C. student are numerous and 
significant. Primarily, there have 
been a number of accomplish-
ments and changes with}n the 
past year which are noteworthy. 
Both M.G.B. and W.G.B. have 
instituted changes within 
House Councils whereby 
the 
the 
dormitories have been invested 
with greater responsibility. The 
individual dorms have been given 
a greater opportunity for self-
government within a "laissez. 
faire" atmosphere. Proposals are 
now being submitted within the 
dorms thus ensuring a greater 
degree of responsibility upon 
House Council. The advantage of 
such recognition has been the 
increase in importance of House 
Council in addition to greater 
time allowance for both M.G.B. 
and W.G.B. to revise their judicial 
systems. 
House Council's response to 
such responsibility has been over-
whelming. As a result, there is 
greater rapport between the two 
governing bodies. The responsi-
bility of intervisitation has been 
conferred to the individual dormi-
tories in addition to the men's 
liquor regulations. 
Each board has become a more 
exposed and open organization. 
The development of a greater 
legislative branch enables the 
governing bodies to come into 
closer contact with the students. 
Examples of the greater rapport 
between student and government 
are numerous. M.G.B. ran the 
The topic for the evening's dis-
cussion usually deals with cur-
rent events that are making the 
news anywhere in the world. One 
week R o u n d t ab I e discussion 
might deal with the war in Viet 
Nam and the next with the drug 
problem in Ithaca. Moderator 
Price, who is also the show's pro-
ducer, usually waits until the day 
of the show to pick the evening's 
topic so as to keep the discussion 
as current as possible. When the 
evening's Roundtablo participants 
arrive at the studio Price briefs 
them on the possible areas that 
the one hour live show might 
cover. However, to keep the show 
spontaneous, specific questions 
and answers arc never mentioned. 
Larry Price, a junior from 
Barker, New York, is a Television-
Radio major with an interest in 
broadcast journalism. Last fall he 
was radio anchorman for WICB's 
coverage of the November elec-
tions. Price says of his new show: 
''It's a real opportunity to talk 
informally with members of the 
faculty and to get their opinions 
on current events." In future 
weeks, Price hopes to have mem-
bers from every department on 
campus sit in at the Roundtable 
with him. Roundtable is seen 
every Thursday at 9:00 p.m. on 
WICB-TV, Cable Channel 2, in 
Ithaca. 
SAU To IHlosir 
House Council elections in addi- Provi nee 
tion to explaining the functions Day 
o~ House Council_ 'Y·~·B._ ~as The Ithaca College Chapter of 
given House Council Junsd1cbon· Sigma Al ha Iota will host Eta 
over the management of late . P • 
minutes up until one hour. Still Provmce Chapters on their 
another noteworthy step concern- Province Day, February 10. This 
ing the development of greater marks the first annual meeting of 
rapport has been M.G.B.'s attcn- the newly rezoned Eta Province. 
dance at House Council meetings 
and consequent reporting to the 
other members \of M.G.B. as to 
the nature of the meetings. 
W.G.B. has made a noteworthy 
change in that the junior key 
priveleg~ has been lowered to a 
2.0 average accompaniment. 
There have been those changes 
instituted by the boards which 
are of lasting significance. The 
Women's Governing Board is 
presently in the process of revis-
ing the Blue and Gold, while the 
Men's Governing Board has al-
tered the set of rules for men re-
garding their responsibilities to-
wards a female guest. In the past, 
the sponsor had assumed all fi-
nancial and social responsibility 
for the guest but presently both 
the sponsor and the guest's date 
share the responsibility. 
The morning program includes 
registration, a joint business 
meeting, workshops, and coffee 
hour. A highlight of the day's 
activities will be a luncheon at 
which SA! National President, 
Mrs. Jeannette Kirk, will speak. 
The proceedings will then con-
clude wtih a 1:30 P.M. Musicale 
featuring performances by active 
and alumnae members from Syra, 
cuse, Rochester, Potsdam, F r e -
donia, and Mansfield, Pa. 
The Musicale will offer each 
chapter the opportunity to per-
form and hear music by compos-
ers such as Mozart, Mendelssohn, 
Brahms, and Verdi. The public is 
cordially invited to this Admis-
sion-Freie Concert in Ford Audi-
torium. 
The purpose of Province re-
volves around the promotion of 
the performance and enjoyment 
of music. In this case it is being 
done, through the verbal ex-
change of opinions and sugges· 
tions as to how this purpose may 
most effectively be carried out, 
and also by actual involvement 
in a joint musical performance. 
It's called The Sophisticated Touch, this year written by 
Robert Spear with music by John Federico. Neither are under-
graduates here. The humor is of the slapstick sort, you've heard 
most of the jokes and most of the music before. The plot is thin; 
what little substance 1t has reminds one uncomfortably of How 
to S1~cceed. The musical arrangements aren't well-integrated-
one hears individual musicials rather than an orchestra. Judith 
Rondinclli's choreography looks like an afterthought, tacked 
onto two or three numbers because a musical has to ·have danc-
ing. The orchestra needs practice. Did the violin section think 
they could get by on good looks? 
l\fr. Federico's music is undistinguished and derivative. The 
best of it, "Office Opus," sounds like Bach via the Swingle 
Singers. The worst of it lands at the bottom of the rock pi'le. 
But he has managed to contrive the requisite formula numbers 
-the duet, the ballad, the hat-and-cane-soft shoe, and the pro-
duction number. "Lumps and Bumps" by Nadeau and the boys 
is amusing, if stale. 
The script gets off to a lumbering start in Act I, but just 
manages to keep itself from failure in Act II. The whole thing 
reminds one of that contraption at Kitty Hawk-enterprising 
if not functional. In Act II an unbelievably contrived situation 
involving simultaneous seduction and a polemic on the virtue of 
The Well-Flushing Toilet provides the funniest moment in the 
play. Eleanor C. Thompson, as the seductress, and Jess Nadel-
man as the plumber-polemicist have a few funny lines. But most 
of the rest of the humor is less funny and more scatological. I 
suspect that the funniest sight gags were provided by the direc-
tor, Gibby Brand. 
l\1r Brand had a cast of comedians to work with. Don 
Croll as Tom Fcnershaw does as best he can in a badly written 
part. He is a natural; he doesn't even wince when required to 
speak the worst of his bad lines. He sings well and is equally 
funny as a lion and as a lamb. Lynn Pheasant, as Kathy Griggs, 
the girl who provides the rivalry which provides the plot, is a 
bon-bon. She sings well, but over-acts. She acts as though she 
were caricaturing an actress-she glides, flounces, or lunges-
never walks. Eyelashes quiver, she sings about her heart, while 
alternately clutching her throat or the edge of the desk. David 
Staples as Harry provides snappy scenes with Don Croll-
especially in the "Book Ends" number. Gail Goldsman, Eleanor 
C. Thompson, and Jess Nadelman were very funny, and acted 
their parts well. Antony Hoty and David Horwitz wer con-
sistently good in their stock character parts. Had it not been 
for the efforts of these funny actors and their director, Scampers 
'68 would have been a debacle. The cast is its saving feature. 
Miss Rondinelli's <lanes arc scarce; this is not her fault. 
But that they are unpracticed, unspontaneous, anemic, and un-
motivated. John McGraw seemed to have some trouble with 
his spotlights. His strobe light was an excellent idea-the only 
bit in the show for which there was motivation. All of the actors 
became keyed-up executives, automatons, under its influence. 
Scott Robinson's set was realistic; Su J\1irola, costume mistress, 
shouldn't have had too much trouble finding contemporary street 
wear in pleasing colors. She should have seen to it that her 
dancers wore dancers' underwear One shouldn't sec frayed slips 
and garters. 
\Vhat made How to S1tcceed a good show? Why is this one 
different? How to Succeed was unified around the Robert Morse 
character; Scampers '68 lacks any outstanding character and 
depends for its action upon too lacklustre a situation. I suggest, 
for starters, that Messrs. Spear and Federico start with an in-
teresting story. Only professional writers and musicians could 
make a good musical out of this one-if the story is dull, the 
music and the humor must compensate. And vice versa. \Vhat 
this show lacks is-you guessed it-the sophisticated touch. 
BAHAR (Cont.) 
at Orange Community College un-
til 1964 when he assumed the 
positions of Professor of Socio-
logy and director of evening and 
summer school divisions at 
Corning Community College. 
Coming was newly formed at 
that time. 
Tompkins-Cortland Community 
College has been formed to serve 
the need for a community college 
in this area. The first classes are 
scheduled to be held in Septem-
ber of 1968 in the site of the 
former Groton High School. The 
estimated number of students at 
that time should be 150 to 200, 
with an expected increase to 1000 
within five years. 
Mr. Ronald Space, Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of the new 
college said that Mr. Bahar had 
been chosen from a field of su 
possible candidates and that hr 
and the board made their recom-
mendation to the Board ov 
Regents on January 6, 1968. Mr. 
Space also said; "\Ve know tha· 
Mr. Bahar is very enthusiastic, 
possesses the executive leadcrshir 
which we require and shares ouv 
beliefs in community collegP 
philoophy.'' 
if th.is W eelk otnJ o/"I UC I&- i!V 
The importance of the two gov-
erning boards must not be under-
estimated. M.G.B. and W.G.B. are 
both very influential organiza-
tions on campus. All recommen-
dations are submitted by the 
boards to the Dean of Students 
regarding expulsion or suspen-
sion As student organizations, 
M.G.B. and W.G.B. have pro-
gressed to fight the apathy on 
campus. All in all, the accomplish-
ments and changes of so small but 
powerful a group have been phe-
nomenal and their work is contin-
ually excelling. 
Epsilon Chapter from Ithaca 
College will be performing "Four 
Female Choruses Op. 17," by 
Brahms: Ithaca Alumnae Chapter 
will perform "How Excellent Thy 
Name," by Hanson. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1968 
6:30 pm. 
6:45 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Clubhouse - a children's sho\\, with songs and 
games for the junior set. 
Spotlight - an AERho production. 
Nc~osline: ltlzaca - Local news in re...-iew, Ithaca 
1\fayor Jack Kicly's Weekly "Report to the People" 
and the weekend weather. 
visiting arrangel!lents _must be _made with the c~operation o_f the 
roommate. Cons1derat10n for him must be exercised at all times. 
Consideration for others is something that must be learned by 
the individual, not dictated by the college. 
It is time to get Ithaca College out from underneath the 
childish yum yum tree and into the adult world. 
"Under the Yum Yum Tree" was a play and movie that 
told the story of a college couple that began a "trial marriage" 
without sex. Needless to say, this unrealistic arrangement was 
a hilarious failure! 
7:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 
Sportsman's Corner - IC gymnastics is this weeks 
feature. Films of the IC and Cornell meet. 
Quad, - Cornell and Ithaca College campus news 
and events. Alex Block's "Probe" editorial and 
Peter Burrill's campus inter\'icw. 
Ensemble - Serious music original compositions 
by Ithaca College students. · 
Roundtable - Discussions of current events with 
members of the Ithaca College faculty and mod-
erator Larry Price. 
Sign-off 
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Applications Up 
For Class of '72 
by Georgianna Glaica 
As of Friday, January 26, I three hour ·sAT and Achievement 
4,022 applications were sent to test scores. 
the Ithaca College Admissions / According to Mr. Enzian, Direc-
Office. This figure is 10% more I tor of Admissions, high school 
than the amount received last students having more than the 
year at the same time. The total minimum amount of credits and 
number of applications for the , ranking in the upper percentile 
class of '71 and transfers were of their class have more potential 
4,700, received by August 1. for college achievement than 
Approximately 500 letters have those havings the minimum re-
been received for early accep- quirements and very high grades. 
tance. Of these 500, about 50% The present Freshman class 
have been accepted. shows lower board scores a1l com-
It has been shown that the pared with those of the class of 
most successful students at Ithaca '70. However, it is too early in 
College have had higher high the year to give an accurate ae-
school marks than outstanding count for incoming students, 
College Board scores. Thus ad- their ranks, and their standings 
mission weighs heavily on high pertaining to higher education. 
school performance rather than 
Twosomes 
Miss Jane Dowling, a senior 
majoring in math, and Jim Hal-
lagan, a junior business major, 
have recently b~en engaged. No 
plans for the wedding date have 
been announced. 
Miss Gwen Frutchey, a junior 
in Speech Pathology and Audi-
ology here at I.C., and Frank 
Brittain, a junior at West Point 
plan to be married after Mr. 
by-SuHn Longaker 
So now I make my column sh~rter-and now I ask all of you 
who read this to write m~-this is sort of a plea for support 
of the litera_ry aspect of this paper-If you read this column 
now is the time for you to come out! Give the ~ord to Susan 
Longaker intercampus to Quarry or you can leav~ any contribu-
tions (word-wise) to the Union manila folder-further, you can· 
slip things under the door of the Ithacan office at the base of 
the men's high rise anytime-as long as it isn't a forty-page 
long letter. Therefore you all have been summoned to give me 
your assessment-do you like what you've seen? Do you 
want more of otner poets, of your own work, what about the 
quality of the poems published (careful, you're calling my 
ability into question here-go ahead _jt. you'd like to) really. I 
really mean it. If you've· ever wanted to criticize or praise this 
column as a whole or this writer as the putter-forth of this 
column, NOW is the time. NOW, write your column-man 
support your local poet ... 
BE WISE 
USE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Wea.r nothing but tho boat. Wear 
MASON SHOES. Several SPECL\LS 
from month to month. MEN'S und 
WOMEN'S. ALL SIZES. Coll 347··1173 
boforo 2 p.m. for oppointmenta. 
NONSENSE IS • . . 
111 S. Anroro St. 2_73-7404 
. -j 
ANGEL: Ha.ppy Anniversnry-Fcb,j 
ruor; 17 I 1--ono yeor down, A & F to 
go .•. HnPPY. proud, nnd oil your.,! 
Miko ... (WHOOPEE I I). 
Sto.to & Corn St. Second. llo.nd St, re, 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Again I add a few words to my last week's column about 
EUB Presents Discussion Brittain's graduation. (indirectly) Canada-
Antiques & used it-0ms. : 
Stereo Topo Dool<• 
NONSENSF 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
He: 
She: 
He: 
She: 
Hortense ... they're 
playing our song! 
Yes, Edgar, it brings 
back those wonderful 
days when we first met 
in the lobby of the 
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel 
... seven years ago. 
Seven wonderful years 
. . . and every college 
vacation since then 
we've been coming back 
to New Yori< and the 
S h er at on-At I a n tic. 
For Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Mid-years, 
Spring vacations ... 
And the Sh-eraton-
Atlantic has such con-
venience to theatres, 
museums, libraries, 
Lincoln Center, Fifth 
Avenue shops, and with 
such swinging restau-
rants right in the Hotel 
and dancing nightly and 
such low prices ... no 
wonder we students al-
ways make out best at 
the Sheraton-Atlantic. 
He: You were always such- a 
romantic, darling. 
STUDENT-FACULTY RATES* 
Single .... $11.00 per person 
Twin...... 7.50 per person 
Triple . . . . . 6.00 per person 
Quad . . . . . 5.25 per person 
For reservations contact 
your Sheraton Student Rep-
resentative or in Ithaca 
dial (607) 273-8000 for 
immediate confirmation of 
student rates. 
*Student-Faculty rates apply week-
ends and school vacation periods, 
subject to availability. (Not offerea 
March 16, 17, 1968.) 
'SHERATON 
-ATLANTIC--
"01EL Broadway and 34th St., 
N. Y., N.Y. 10001 (212) PE 6-5700 
Ralph Hitz Jr., V. P. & Gen. Mgr •. 
Miss Dale Ehrhardt, majoring 
On Wednesday night, Feb. 14, in Speech Correction, and Mike 
at 7:30 the E.U.B. Issues Commit- Cornwell, a senior in business ad-
tee will present a panel discus- ministration· are planning to be 
sion on the acute and controver-
sial topic of civil disobedience. 
Featured as guest speakers will 
be Carl M. Dibble, professor of 
Political Science, Dr. Benja:tnin 
A. Richard, professor of philoso-
phy, and possibly two other nota-
bles ~from the Ithaca Community. 
Students and faculty alike are 
urged to attend this discussion 
in the Union Rec. Room on Wed-
nesday, Feb. 14, at 7:30. 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braciole 
120 Third Street 
married April, 1969. The engaged 
couple are both students at J.C. 
Miss Ruth Schmitt, a '67 Physi-
cal Education graduate of Ithaca 
College, and Mr. Steve Kuzman, 
a senior in Physical Education at 
I.C. and also a member of Delta 
Kappa fraternity, were recently 
engaged. 
Miss Jeanne Hayes, a junior 
majoring in music education and 
a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, is 
engaged to lVtr. Frank Finnerty, 
a '65 graduate of Alfred Agricul-
tural and Technical College with 
a degree in agricultural engineer-
ing~ Mr. Finnerty is now em-
ployed by the United States de-
partment of agriculture. No date 
has been set. 
Miss Lynne Tyler, a junior en-
rolled in Physical Education at 
Ithaca College, is engaged to Mr. 
David Champion, a second year 
student at Pierce Junior College 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
VALENTINES DAY 
SEND FLOWERS 
IBOOL'S FLOWER SHOP 
206 E. Seneca - Next to the P.ost Office 
. What to do in all those long,_Iong days 
By Frobisher Bay's so rarely thawed waters? 
I would play the writer-
I could draw my words from the struggles 
_Of students to learn the white man's language-
I could learn again the fight and tug of history 
Between the last remaining people untouched, 
Between the-north and touch of southern gold 
In the co-op and the motored phonographs ... 
I would like to hear the mothers sing · 
And making music, pass the' nightless days-
I should like to cultivate 
The necessary dogs who bear the tales of whalesmen-
Rapport with smilers and beguile 
Then I'd wait for the fog to dear 
And show the mountains past the waters __ 
Of the seals .. Sigh. I dream. 
I am too far south to worry in long days-
y et I hang for the northern srareness 
!--quiver for the taste of her a.fr, 
I see her gutted roads and ten:..peopled towns. 
In the days, I feel the tides of her wild bays 
And hear the dogs at night, 
Always the dogs. They say: 
Oyu·o You come home' rough north. 
And this is suggested by the north: 
As the Eskimos 
of George River 
'did gorge themselves 
bn one another 
~in the famine, 
',So our men 
:kill each other 
ibut the parallel 
~_tops. 
.There is no reason 
for our present 
senseless killing 
-of those who have 
less food than _we--
,What strangeness 
·holds my mind 
in idleness! 
floating faces-
In reality I see 
S. L. 
S.L. 
people I have never seen 
And yet their memory 
haunts my present scene. 
-BWM 
POET 
POWER 
111 s. Aurorn St. 273·7404 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN- , 
Do you know obout tho shoo reJJnir I 
shop ot 630 \V. Stoto St. I All "ork 
guornntocd on shoes, handbags, brief j 
c11scs AD.d all other lonthor artides.' 
It's SLO'l'TEO'S SHOE REP,\!R., 
-Phone AR 2·4949. 5% discount if ,ou' 
mention Tho ITHACAN I 
LOST - Ladies Zippo Light-Or inl 
Torrnce Dorm Arca. Initials S.I,,M. 11 
found call Pinky at 3730. 
A Vory Hip Boutiquo 
_111 S. Aurora St. 273·7404 
& ~gr:.~,~~~~·~~.:..\11:io~l00hhl 
Ba.skotbnll Broadca.st. WIOB Radio. 
lthac11 11t Cortl11nd- Tomorrow nii;hl 
8 :20. Follow tho champions. _ -
JOE'S TAILOR SHOP. 442 W. State 
St. Lodios' & Gents' comploto 11ltcra-
tions. Wo specializo in ski trouser nltcr-
otions. Formal Rentole--"11 colors-tor 
nil occ11ssions. AR 8·4492. 
Psych""11ic I,ightini;--Itont or Salt• 
111 S. Aurora St. 273-7404 
P.H.D.-S:ow's Bingha.mton I 
LONELYf Ca.II O.S.J. Asaocfatos. 273· 
2985. 
PERSONAL TO THE BEEP-BEEP 
MAN: Look !or my silver earring ,,t 
the bottle of Verdun. GL. : 
TO THE THIRD FLOOR, BLIMP: To· 1 
nii;ht should be 't'ery interesting; tuko 
it slow·. 
BRING YOUR OLD Snnday Funnies. 
Room 108 Dorm 4. 
MR NADELMAN: What do you mE'an 
whnt silver dot I Moro back scr11trh· 
ing nnd loss questions. 
·ALEX: Don't tell who was holdrn~ 
bonds with "·horn for tho Ithncnn 
yenrbook pie. When rm desperate, 
I'm desperate. JG. 
DEAR BEST. ROOMMATE: Thank 
hea,-ens for tho vacuum bnt it got<J cold, 
,vith both winds onen. With lovo from 
the co-owner of 278·4942. 
TO E.H.: Tonight should bo different, 
to say the least. Hope!nlly, n-1>nrty y,,u 
won't forget. Alan. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO K.C.: Thank a 
for the lnvit11tions and you write great 
bends. 
A'l'TENTJ.ON .ALL SUPER SKIERS 
nt Gr~ek Peak. V..'bcro were you when 
the bar oponed f 
ALL INORJJ,UNATING pictures o! 
R.S. at tho Rose Ball may ho obtoin,·d 
by contacting tho M.U.E. 
ALL INTERESTED IN WRITIXG 
for tho llithncan c11ll x326B. 
FOR CLASSIFIED ADS coll x3260 
anytimoI 
TO THE HOOK: I got 11, can of John· 
son"s Pledgo for you. Keep J>Olishini;. 
Signed, o member of tho E:s:. Board. 
TO THE SISTERS OF TAM: Goo<! 
~N' ;:/th your first pledge class. Signed, 
The alumnus who Hborrowed'' 
a case of Genesee Beer from 
our fraternity· last week is 
expected to replace it. 
For satisfaction in 
Service and Automotive 
. Products see 
~~~~;  Service 
Ir#~-~ 
507 So. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-1606 
Highways 13, 34 & 96 So. 
THE YARN SHOP 
Most compfete 
needlework shop 
in the area. 
204 JI'. Tioga 
Then we will return his 
raccoon coat and megaphone. 
CCN DREW. CO., ROCH., N.V. 
'i'"t< tu?•+ !<+++~>Ji+++••••• t ••••• ++f+++'l••••++•l-+•~~:~, ., 
J WJH.V KING- I J _ SUBMARINE HOUSE ; 
t KING saeo SUBMARINE SANDWICHES- J 
f Roast Beef • Ham • Turfc:ey l 
I Coldcuts • Tuna • Salami ;.:; 405 Eddy St. Mon.• Th. 11-1 ti Collegetown Fri.-Sat. 11.;2, 272-9585 Sunday 4-1 • ... "'t•++ , ..... ;) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• h, 
Sp~rts Mike 
by Mike Hinkleman 
Unquestionably, the current collegiate basketball season 
h s been one of the most surprising in recent years. Many quin-
t~~s who were expected to be among the nation's Top _Ten this 
car have sunk to the level of almost complete obscurity. Who 
~:.;uld have ever thought that teams ~uch as Kansas, Louisville, 
Syracuse, and Dayton, not to ment1o_n several others1 wou!d 
have a combined total of losses exceeding ~5. Dayton, 1f Y<:_U II 
cmcmber, finished second only t? UCLA m the N~A~ cham-
pionships playoffs _a year ago, wh1leh Kan_sas ha!1d Loud1svS1lle each 
rn their respective conference c amp10ns 1ps, an yracuse 
',~5 one of the nation's top i!1dependc!1ts. All of t~e aforemen-
tioned quintets are blessed with bonaf1de st'.1rs, as 1t were, c'.1-_P-
blc of landing a berth on many an All-America team. But losmg. 
lb·dl games when a team is blessed with an abundance of talent 
h~s become one of the most perplexing problems for today's 
1coilcue basketball coach. In many cases, a team's player par 
1exccllencc, that is, "the guy ~vho can do it all," or any player 
for that matter, ~ocs not cnJoy _that great season he did the 
'Hevious year. This n_1ay be attnb_ut!::d. to whar many experts 
>all "senioritis," that 1s, when _the md1v1dual _has a tendency to 
let down or deteriorate from his form and cahbr~ of pl_ay of the 
junior year. Scnioritis may result fro"? a physical a_1lm_er.it, of 
some sort, acad1::mic problems, or possibly that the md1v1dual 
just simply doesn't give a damn anymore, and could care less 
about the success of the team. Fun:hermore, some coaches have 
tendency to become too clemancling-expect~ng _to~ m~ch 
from the individual-and as a result, the player Just 1sn t gomg 
to put out. This may explain why some teams are great one 
car, and lousy the next. For Dayton a';'d Syr'.1c~se, amon~ oth-
ers they have been exemplary of the d1sappomtmg surpnses of 
th; current season. Then too, there have been some surprisingly 
ood teams, none of which has been more surprising than the 
rown Indians of St. Bonaventure. 
The Bonnies are currently 16-0 and ranked as the No. 5 
team in the nation. Anybody who would have said or thought a 
·ear ago that St. Bonaventure would be in the position that 
hey are today would have been declared a lunatic right on 
the spot. But yet, a year later, the Boonies have not only a~-
oundcd the colkgiate world, becom~ highly rated and tops_ m 
the East, but have also come up w!th one ~f the outst!lndmg 
collegiate players in the country. His name 1s Bob Lamer. At 
6-11 and 265 lbs., Bob is only a sophom_ore, but obse~vers _say 
he already plays with the prowess of a Wilt Chambcrl_am. With-
out a doubt Bob Lanier is the reason why the Bonmes are one 
of the outst~nding teams in the country at this moment. _Lanier, 
a native of Buffalo has been unstoppable to date. At this stage 
~
f the season, Lani~r, who wear~ size 22 sh~es, has a _phenome!1al 
hooting percentage of approximately 65 ¼, and 1s averagmg 
bout 25 points and 15 rebounds per game. Ray Meyer, veteran 
"~ePaul coach said. recently of Lanier: "He's the No. 2 center 
in the country". Nobody out~ide_ of Lew Alcind_or can come 
close to him.''-That's high praise mdecd for the big sophomore. 
Unlike many of today's. so-called "Big Me!1,". Lanier h~s 
exceptional speed and deception for a man of his size, a~d his 
eammates refer to him as the "Big Cat.'' In a recent victory 
over Villanova in Philadelphia's Palestra1 a snakep~t f?r visiting 
teams the Bonnies snapped a 9-game Villanova wmmng streak 
as La'nier scored 22 points and grabbed 18 rebounds and the 
Bonnies beat the Wildcats 66-62. Said Villanova Coach Jack 
Kraft: "I never saw a man completely dominate the way he did 
in the last three minutes. He really threw his weight around." 
In those last. three minutes, the "Big Cat" scored four points, 
blocked two shots and grabbed several crucial rebounds. It was 
r
~xemplary of the 'way Bob Lanier has been playing all season 
long. ,_ 
Even so the unsung hero of the Bonnies is a player by 
the name or' Jim Satalin. About two years ago Satalin had a_ 
delicate brain operation. At that-time, th~re was grave ~oncern 
whether Satalin could everi- hope to survive the operat10n. He 
did, and today is sparking the Boonies to their fine s~owing. 
Bill Butler 6-3 jumping-jack, and flashy playmaker Bill Kal-
baugh hav: also been instrumental in the success of the Boonies. 
With togetherness and unity, and playing inspired and deter-
mined basketball, the B~nmes figur_e to go a long wa_y the rest 
of the season, possibly n~ht even mto the NCAA _fmal_s. And 
St. Bonaventure is the kmd of team that can do Just that. 
GRAPPLERS (Cont.) 
WICB Sports Banner 
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.) WINTER OL YMPDCS (ConinD'!lll.UedJ) 
;,{jl World Cup, swept through the I dinavian countries will take the 
;,_;
1 
season without too much pressure jumping and cross country events. 
··t on his handsome shoulders. How- Rarely has any European or 
.! ever, this year he is laden with Amencan broken this barrier. 
prc%urc to win every time or be These are the events the Scan-
called a "has been." This pressure drnav1ans grew up on The USA 
seems to have drained Killy dur- 1 has sent teams over and they 
ing the pre-season but he has have the potential to win but not 
pride in his skiing and wants lo the background or the training. 
win the 3 golds. When Killy is In bobsledding this is almost ex-
dctermined, that"s as good as a elusively an Italian event, though 
win. To win the giant slalom, the English and Americans have 
slalom. and downhill in one strong contenders. It is a punish-
Olympics is a foat accomp- ing. killing te~t of speed and skill 
lishcd in history by only one down a slipper~, steep icy course. 
man, Tom Sa i I c r of Austria The ,led that makes the least mis-
at the 1956 games. P u s h . takes will win. 
ing Killy arc old rival Karl By now the Americans should 
Schranz of Austria, Dumaneg Gio- have won a gold medal in speed 
vanoli of Switzerland, American skating through the efforts of 16 
Bill Kidd and his · own team- year old Diane Hoium. The rest 
mates, Guy Perillat and Leo of the speed skating titles should 
Lacroix. Coming off of a broken go to the Dutch and the Russians. 
leg that sidelined him for 18 The other big event is Ice 
months, Kidd has begun to show Hockey which is conducted on an 
his old form. In 1964, he and elimination basis If the past is 
teammate Jim Hcuga won the any judge, the Russians will win 
first two Men's Olympic Alpine again. The only competition 
The WICB Sports Department, I Last week the overnight basket- medals by taking a silver and should come from the Canadians. 
unaer the direction of Don Ber- ball trip to St. Lawrence and bronze respectively in the slalom Undoubtedly the Olympics is 
man, recently acquired a blue Clarkson was broadcast. Both af- event. In order to repeat or better one of the most exciting and 
and gold banner. It is displayed fairs were in the afternoon. this feat the Americans will have fascinating events to be staged in 
at all home and away broadcast "Judging from reaction around to be awarded some high start- tho field of athletics. It bears 
events. the campus, it seems that we have ing positions. Their performances watching and follow;ng, for most 
WICB Sports broadcasts all a good following of fans who in the preseason races have not certainly sports history will be 
basketball games and most IC listen to our broadcasts," said the warranted this - so it may be made. 
hockey contests. sports director. "It's the old another barren year in the Alpine .--------------. 
Don, a junior radio-TV major, story: When a team is a winner, events for American skiing. 
delegates the broadcasts and Lack of publicity and printed 
sports reports to a 22-man sports people are going to be inter- words have handicapped the in-
staff. ested." formation on the other winter 
------------------------- events. But from here it looks 
GRAPPLERS (Cont.) I registered a last minute pin. The like the Finns and the other Scan-
lb. class. Stu Allen and Wayne 1 152 lb., 160 lb., and the 167 lb. 
Keebler suffered the other de- matches all resulted in decision 
feats via the pin. Coach Broad- losses for Ithaca. Tony Scaringe 
well knew Lock Haven would be lost 8-0, Bill Meisner lost 3-1 (due 
tough but he never expected such to his opponent's two points for 
a resounding defeat. riding time), and Wes Kissel lost 
On Saturday, Feb. 3, 'Ithaca 9-4. Ithaca now trailed 12-11 in 
College found itself in another the match. Wayne Keebler's 5.3 
see-saw match as it met Brock- decision in the 177 lb. match put 
port State on the Bomber's mats. I.C. back into the lead, 14-12. The 
Ithaca again came out on the Bombers went down to defeat 
short end as Rick LeFrance was when Rick LaFrancc was pinned 
pinned in the final match and in the last three seconds, after 
the Bombers lost 17-14. Ithaca had leading the encounter earlier. 
led 14-12 entering this match. 
Rich Goodman, 123 lb. sopho-
more, got b a c k in the win 
column as he put I.C. ahead with 
a close 5-3 decision victory. Stu 
CLOVER CLUIB 
356 Elmira ijd. 
DANCING 
Every Evenin~ 
<> 
exotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows - 10, 11 & 12 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophets 
MQJZZY1 S 
ft \ '~ .;· ... . ;, '~~ l ,, 
Tune Up and Brake Work 
Wheel Alignment and 
.Balancing 
Open 7 a.m. to l O p.m. 
N.Y. Inspection Station 
S & H Green Stamps 
Seneca at Meadow 
Phone 272 - 9559 
Alien then lost 12-5 in the 130 
lb. class. Bol! Auble, 137, and 
145 lb. Terry Habecker then put 
Ithaca ahead 11-3. Auble won a 
close 4-2 decision and Habecker 
Quicker tthan a Penguin 
slicling down an icicle 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
Cornell Laundry 
[
·created Lock Haven team on the 
opponent's mats. Nothing .went 
ight for the Bombers as they suf-
ered six losses by decision and 
_ What's so special about Valentine's Day? 
Nothing to those in-people w!'o do business 
at the Corner Book Store, 109 N. Tioga 
FAST SERVICE 
ALWAYS · hree more by way of pins. This 
~
as the first shutout defeat suf. 
ered by Ithaca in several years 
f competition. Rich Goodman 
uffered his ·first loss of the year, 
hen he was pinned in the 123 
Continued in column 3 
CORNER BOOK STORE 
109 N. Tioga St. 
Don't be a· square - join the in-crowd at the 
Comer Book Store - Downtown, Ithaca 
$1.65 REGULAR SIZE PIZZA 
for 98c 
with this coupon 
Pizza Inn 
112 N. Aurora St. 273-8744 
This offer e~pires Feb. 15th 
c:a 
Main 1Plan11" - 527 W. S1!'a11"e St. 
272 - 356] 
Collegeil"OWB'11 Branch 
Dryden Rd. next to the !?alms 
272- 5961 
273-235@ 
SPORTS 
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Hoopsters Win Five In A Ro-w- Bombers Face 
Cortland 
/Beat St. 11..awrence 91-86, Clarkson_, 79-68 Tomorrow 
by Don Bormon 
"They came. They saw. They 
conquered." . . 
And they bad a 5-game wmmng 
streak. They bad equalled Coach 
Hugh Hurst's personal seaso_n 
high of 11 victories. And thell" 
record was 11-3. 
The Ithaca College basketball 
outfit didn't take a five-hour b_us 
ride to lose. They HAD to wm. 
But the bus ride didn't help. It 
was too long. 
Last Friday, the weather was 
bleak. It was 9 A.M.: An unusual 
time to leave for a basketball 
game. Afternoon games are rare, 
but up north basketball takes a 
back seat to hockey. Even the 
hamburg for lunch was raw -
and it took an hour to get it. 
Into snow-<:overed Canton, N.Y. 
they went. It was St. Lawrence's 
winter weekend. But only a hand· 
ful of fans showed for the game 
in pitifully poor playing condi-
tions. 
A special weekend will "psych" 
a home team. A long bus ride 
will hurt the visiting team. 
The Bombers held off a late 
Larrie rally to win, 91-86. 
day) didn't help. We slept in 
somebody else's bed, ate some-
body else's food, the water was 
different & nothing was in our 
favor." _ 
Led by Jon Cottrell, Scotia 
junior, the Golden Knights led 
34-32 at half time. Clarkson play-
ed for one shot at the half's close 
and got it on a pretty 15-foot 
popper by Russ Hall. Hall event-
ually finished with 16. 
The score was knotted three 
times in the opening moments of 
the second half. 
Then Modliszewski and Greg 
Albano underneath the boards 
put IC ahead to stay. re held a 
seven point advantage with 53 
seconds left. 
Clarkson fouled the Bombers 
but this time they converted to 
notch the win. 
The Golden Knights utilized a 
2-3 "stunt" zone. The free man in 
the corner consistently was 
Modliszewski. "Mo" nabbed 14 of 
27 from the floor to pace Ithaca 
with 33. 
Clarkson was 5-$ after the 
game. 
BERMAN BABBLES: 
At press time the Ithacans still 
had a chance to break the all time 
champion Dick. Button, Janet 
IC team winning streak of 12 set 
by Carp Wood's 1963-64 NCAA 
playoff squad ... Kowalski foul-
ed out at St. Lawrence with 5:43 
to go ... Albano was frequently 
boxed out by 6-5 Chris Brooks 
Hurst on NCAA possibili-
ti~s: 0 "I look for LeMoyne, Roches-
ter, Buffalo, or Ithaca to be ~pre-
sented in the NCAA Regionals 
next month. We can't afford to 
lose again." . . . Hot from top 
source: If the Bombers _ are 
selected for NCAA playoffs, Itha-
ca will bid for the regional games 
to be held March 5-6 •.• Hamilton 
college athetic director is the 
chairman of the NCAA choosing 
committee. Hamilton is here next 
Tuesday. . . . Saw a topnotch 
hockey contest at Canton last 
week. St. Lawrence, number 3 in 
the East, edged the Canadi~ 
Eastern Olympic team, 6-5 m 
overtime ... IC shot 50% against 
the Larries; 29 for 55 (52%) 
against Clarkson . . . Hope to see 
you at Cortland tomorrow night 
... if you can't make it, the game 
will be on WICB Radio ... Keep 
supporting the Bombers . . • 
they're cbamps! 
- By Mike Hfnkelman 
Road activity is -on the agenda 
for the IC hoopste:rs again. Satur-
day the Bombers go against arch-
rival Cortland in the "Crown 
City," then return home to host 
Hamilton on Tuesday, and play at 
Alfred on Thursday. 
Cortland is not having one of 
its better years. The Red- Dragons 
have won only three of thirteen 
games, but records can be thrown 
out the window when IC and 
Cortland lock up in a sporting 
event, particularly in basketball. 
Nine of Cortland's thirteen games 
have been contested on the road, 
and this may explain, in part, for 
their bad showing thus far. Bob 
Cbrust 6-4 center from New York 
City, l~ads the ~ed Dragons in 
scoring averagmg about 18 
points 'per game. In addition, 
Cbrust averages about 14 re-
bounds per game. Other key per-
sonnel for Cortland include 6-2 
guard John Miller, and Little All-
American football end, 6,4 Rod 
Verkey. Miller and Verkey are 
the only otJ!er Red Dragons 
averaging in double figures. . 
Tuesday evening the Bombers 
return home to take on the 
Hamilton College Continentals. 
SPORTS 
Hot Corner 
by Ben Reese 
I was talking to a friend of mine the other day about 
sports and he happened to mention swimming. I realize it is 
rathe! strange to be discus~ing swimming when the weather, 
outside is below freezing with snow on _the _ground. But ~hcj 
_type we were talking about was indoor sw1m~mg. Indoor swim. 
ming has never been too big at J.C. In fact, !f you asked ~o~~ 
of the students here, many would have ~o admit ~at.they d1d_n1
1 even know we had one. Most of them picture swimming as lymg, 
on the quad in the sun and pretending to _study for. Spr!nr
1 semester. The fact is that there are two mdoor swimming! 
teams at Ithaca College. There is a m~n's team and a "".'om~n's
1 team-logical, isn't it? The men's team 1s the best IC. sw1mmmg
1 team to date. They have won t~ree meets already and should! 
win more In the recent years, smce the sport star:ted at I.~,
1 no swimming team has. wo~ more than tw<? meets m an entm
1 
season This year's verswn 1s a record-breaking bunch. Its mem.l 
bers h;ve broken many school records in their four me~ts so far! 
this season. Among the record breaker are Brewse ElY1 m the %, 
and 100 yard free-style, and Dave Vollmer, in the 1000 yard free~ 
style. --
On the other side of the pool, the girls' team has a perfect 
3-0 record winning meets at Oswego (a triangular), at Syracuse 
( a heptag~nal), and here against Brockport. 'fl:tis team also hai 
its share of record-breakers. Among these are Lmda ">;' oung, who
1 has set, or helped set, three records already; Ann Chipman, and! 
Sandy Gagne. , 
Both of these teams arc having great seasons. But these, 
seasons are nothing without_ some participation from the stu-: 
dents. It doesn't cost anything to attend these meets, so why 
not take one in sometime soon. It might he the cheapest and 
most exciting night you have ever spent o,i, campus. 
• • • 0 0 
St. Lawrence (4-9), down 75-62 
with 8:40 to play, closed to within 
one point of Ithaca, 8'7-86. Mike 
Steele's layup with 43 seconds re-
maining was blocked, and the in-
bound pl!ly went to Bob Modli-
szewski. "Mo" then bit from 12 
feet left of the lane to give the 
Ithacans an 89-86 edge. He fin. 
isbed with 30. 
Lynn is probably the finest fr_ee 
skater in the world today. Despite 
two falls in the free skating part 
of the American Championships 
she compiled enough points to 
make the Olympic team. At her 
young age she is one to watch. 
The Continentals, enjoying one HOT SHOTS: 
of their finest seasons, cannot be 
taken lightly by the Bombers. 
Hamilton stretched its record to 
7-3 last weekend with a 99-95 
o v e r t i m e d e c i s i o n over 
Hobart. The w e 11 • b a l a n c e d 
C on tine n ta l s h av e five 
men averaging in do u b le 
figures, led by junior gu~d 
Brooks McCuen with a 19-pomt 
per game average. Senior center 
Jim Brooks, a native of Ithaca, 
is second in the scoring parade 
with an average of just under 
The key effect was IC's in-
ability to convert a foul shot at 
the end. Trailing 87-77 with 2:40 
to play, Mark Rowley went to 
the line three times and Steele 
once. Each occasion was a one 
and one situation. And Rowley 
and Steele missed the first one 
each time. St. Lawrence rebound-
ed and scored. 
Russ Marron finally bad two 
free throws for the 9oth and 91st 
points. 
Ithaca had a 38-22 edge with 
4:05 to play in the first half, be-
fore the Larries narrowed the 
lead to 40-38 at intermission. 
Phil McWhorter and Jim Nealy 
led the home team with 25 points 
each. 
IC at CLARKSON-FEB. 3, 1968 
It took a valiant IC effort to 
cop a 79-68 decision over the 
Clarkson Golden Knights at Pots-
dam. 
A poor start troubled the 
Bombers. They trailed 20-8 with 
nearly half of the first half gone. 
"We were sluggish . . Just 
couldn't do anything right for the 
first ten minutes," commented 
Hurst. 
"They (IC) were a little tired, 
too. The effect of yesterday (Fri-
Bob ModJiszewsl.:i 
OLYMPICS 
AT 
GRENOBLE 
by Pam Davis 
By the time you read this the 
Winter Olympics will be four 
days old. Over 2300 athletes have 
gathered in Grenoble, France to 
show their prowess in figure and 
speed skating, skiing, hockey and 
bobsledding. 
Going into these 10th winter 
games there are many· favorites 
and at the same time question 
marks. The United States has 
sent a team of superb amateurs 
chosen through elimination type 
tournaments. ;ter the opening 
parade and 01:v, pie oath the bat-
tles begin, th~ teni;ion ·builds and 
the medals aie won. 
Almost arl odds-on bet to win 
a gold medal for the United 
States is Miss Peggy Fleming of 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Both 
on and off the ice she moves and 
acts like a lady, She graces the 
ice with skill and precision typi-
cal of past champions. Her 
strongest competition should 
come from Austrian Gabrielle 
Siefert, the runnerup to :Miss 
Fleming in the World Champion-
ships. ~e other two American 
representatives in the women's 
competition are Tina Noyes of 
Arlington, Mass. and 14 year old 
Janet Lynn of Rockland, Illinois. 
According to former. Olympic 
In the men's figure skating 
event. the 1964 Bronze medal 
winner didn't even make the 
team. Scott Ethan Allen, the 14 
year old sensation of the Inns-
bruck Games, lost out to a strong 
team capable of overtaking' Em-
merich Danzer, the World Cham-
pion. 
At the. American Champion-
ships, 18 year old John Misha 
Petkevich stunned the crowd 
with one of the finest free skati,ng 
performances ever. This kid .from 
Montana had all 5.9's and one per. 
,-ect 6,0. The o'Oveted perfect 
score of 6.0 hasn't been given to 
a male skater since 1964. Even 
with his fantastic performance 
which included a new jump ~-
' itled a "bourkey", John Misha 
couldn't overcome the school 
figures lead established_ by G3:1"Y 
Visconti and 1st place wlllDer Tim 
Wood. Danzer should take the 
gold but either of these three, 
with a good strong performance, 
could take it all or at least cap-
ture the second and third places. 
American Alpine skiing has re-
ceived a big push under the 
auspices of Bob Beattie and en-
ters Grenoble better prepared 
than for any of the other previous 
games. The women don't seem to 
have the great one in the likes 
of Andrea Mead Lawrence, Pen-
ny Pitou or Jean Saubert. Young 
Kiki Cutter comes the closest to 
the embodiement of this spirit 
but she has a long way to go to 
beat the strong French and 
Austrians. In fact a few weeks be-
fore the games she wasn't even 
considered on the team. Flashy 
Suzee . Chaffee has a chance for 
several medals with her European 
experience but it will be a hard 
struggle to overcome the French 
women Marielle Goitsbell, Flor-
ence Steurer and Isabelle Mir. 
The women's field doesn't have 
one particular standout and it 
looks like any racer could take 
it on a good day. 
The men's events are another 
story. 'rt's not will Killy win -
but how many? Jean.Claude Killy, 
the phenonmenon of last year's 
Continued on page 13 
15 points per game, and has bit 
on 53% of his shots from the 
field. But the main cog in the 
Hamilton attack has been the 
sparkling play of sophomore for-
ward Bob Voss. Although Voss is 
only 6-2, he has been averaging 
approximately 20 rebounds ~er 
game, in addition to a scoring_ 
average of 12-J>Oints per game. 
Bob Bankert and Bill Barton 
round out the double.figure 
scorers, both of whom are averag-
ing just over 12 points per game. 
Thursday night the Bombers 
find themselves on the road once 
more. This time the opposition 
will be provided by Alfred. The 
Saxon-Warriors have found the 
going a bit rough of late, but still 
boast some fine personnel. Head-
ing the list is senior center Mike 
Doviak averaging around 20 
points ~nd 18 rebounds per game. 
Pete· Ryan, 5-9 sophomore guard, 
and Stan Zamkoff, soph. forward, 
are averaging 18 and 12 points 
per game respectively. 
All games coming down the 
stretch are not going to be easy 
ones for the high-flying Bomb-
ers, and no opponent, regardless 
of its record, can be taken lightly 
by the IC boopsters. Losers are 
alway waiting in the wings to 
bump off the winners. 
Grapplers 
Lose Again 
by. Rick Wright 
The Ithaca College wreslling 
team went down to defeat tw.ice 
in the past week. The two losses 
brought the matmen's season rec-
ord to 0-3-1 as they still failed to 
record their first win of the sea-
son. . 
On Wednesday, January 31, the 
team was· crushed 33-0 by an un-
Continued on page 13, col. 1 
Bob Modliszewski has come back. Some thought it would 
take a while but he has rounded himself int? shape ~ell enough 
to score 30 points against St. Lawrence and. 33 against Clar~-
son.-The hoopsters of LC. are in the runnmg for a berth ~n 
the NCAA Small College Tournament.-The Hockey team did 
a good job _against the f~ont-running Buffalo team on Feb. 3, 
losing only 4-3 to the h1ghly-rate1. s~uad.-Sorry to _see the 
wrestling team go down to so hum1hatmg a defeat agamst the 
ever-rough Lock Haven squad.-Come out and supp'?rt all 
the I.C. athletic teams this week. It's good for you and it'll be 
good for them. 
UB Downs-IC Icemen 
Ithaca Puckster Bob Robiscaud Shoots for Score. 
The University of Buffalo ice-
men edged by IC last Saturday 
afternoon at Lynah Rink 4-3. This 
is the second time this season 
that the Bombers have been 
downed by UB. · 
The Bombers tallied first when 
Bob Corran's shot found its mark, 
but Buffalo's Pugh evened things 
out, knocking the puck past IC 
goalie Al Cox, ending the first 
period in a 1-1 tie. 
R. Tape {B) scored twice during 
the second period bringing Buf-
falo's score up to three, while all 
the Bombers could muster were 
a few mild attacks. The second 
goal crune when IC was down a 
man because of a penalty. 
IC almost pulled it out late in 
the third period with the kind of 
psych that pushed them past 
Brockport in the season's open· 
er, but offensive was beaten back 
by the Buffalo defense. 
Ted Willis, with an assist from 
Ralph Cox, brought the Bombers 
within one goal of tying Buffalo, 
but Mith (B) got one past Cox, 
widening the gap by two. Rod 
Frith managed to score, bringing 
the score to 3-4, and in the final 
seconds managed to start a drive 
that almost succeeded. , 
Cox was credited with 46 saves, 
while UB goalie Hamilton w as 
credited with 37. The Bombers 
record now stands at 4-8. 
